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THE NEV LOGO

The Neighborhood Electric Vehicle logo on the cover of this report was
designed by Sophia Pagoulatos as part of a joint City of Davis/ITS-Davis entry
in a national competition: The Electric Vehicle and the American
Community. The goal of the competition was to describe, in pictures and
words, electric vehicle uses and infrastructure. She provides these comments
on the logo design:

’The NeV logo is about the rediscovery of community. Symbolically, the
NeV is an integral part of the house and family. Its purpose is to take people
¯ from their homes into that nearly-lost realm of the neighborhood. The NeV
takes people to places that are dose to home; the conventional vehicle often
takes us somewhere else altogether.

The hand drawn character of the logo conveys simplidty. The NeV is small
and quiet and plugs right into our homes and neighborhoods. It’s dean. It’s
friendly. It’s a lighter way to get around."
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I. Overview

Nei~,~hborhood electric vehicles (NEVs) are small, very efficient EVs that are
designed to be used for urban trips at relatively low speeds. They provide the
potential for greatly reduced air pollution, energy use, petroleum imports,
greenhouse gas emissions, and roadspace. Because they are very energy
efficient, they are better suited to the limitations of today’s batteries than are

fuU-sized EVs designed for highway travel. As supplements to a household’s
group of vehicles, NEVs could be used for the vast majority of short trips.
Because these trips account for a disproportionate share of emissions, NEVs
pro~dde even greater per-kilometer emission reductions than full-sized EVs.

The primary motivation for automakers to produce and sell EVs is the zero
emission vehicle (ZEV) mandate issued by the California Air Resources
l~ard (CARB) in 1990. This mandate requires major manufacturers 
produce and deliver for sale a number of ZEVs equal to 2% of their California
sales in 1998. This percentage rises to 5% in 2001 and eventually reaches 10%
in 2003. The northeastern states have requested permission from the U.S.
EPA to adopt similar rules. Many NEVs qualify as ZEVs.

In addition to the ZEV mandate, other recent legislative acts contain

provisions that encourage the production, sale, and use of EVs, including the
1992 Energy Policy Act (EPAct), the Intermodal Surface Transportation
Effidency Act of 1991 (ISTEA), and the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments (1990
CA/~). Also, new rules are being proposed that would allow EVs to be
included in calculations of manufacturer’s Corporate Average Fuel Economy

ratings.

In ol:der to explore the potential for NEVs to help solve air quality, energy,

and transportation problems, the Institute of Transportation Studies at the
University of California at Davis conducted a one-day conference on June 30,
1994. The Neighborhood Electric Vehicle Workshop brought together leaders
from industry, government agencies, and academia to examine the

1
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technology, land use, infrastructure, policy, and marketing issues
surrounding the introduction of NEVs.

The specific goals of the workshop were to:

1. Identify the primary regulatory and physical barriers to the
introduction of NEVs;

2. Initiate the building of coalitions to advance the development of
NEV policies, support infrastructure, and marketing efforts;

3. Explore the links between transportation and land use which hinder
or aid the NEV concept;

4. Discuss the role of continued and expanded NEV demonstrations
and market research programs;

5. Exhibit and discuss the latest NEV technologies and vehicle designs;
and

6. Establish an action agenda to promote continued N~V development
and implementation.

The workshop was divided into four main sessions and a final open forum

session. Each session included at least three presentations in order to provide
a range of views on each session topic. The workshop concluded with an
open forum session, in which all participants were invited to discuss their
views on the subjects raised during the earlier sessions.

This report is a summary of the Neighborhood Electric Vehide Workshop. It

is organized into eight parts. The first is this overview. The second is a
summary of the key topics and discussions of the workshop as a whole. The
third through sixth parts summarize the presentations fix each of the four

main sessions. These summaries are editorial versions of written reports by

the authors, or modified transcripts of the actual presentations. The seventh
is a transcript of the final open forum session. The eighth and final part is an
appendix that includes the workshop agenda and information on participants
and presenters.

2
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II. Summary of Key Topics and Discussions

The Neighborhood Electric Vehicle Workshop was carefully designed to
explore the essential issues facing the introduction of NEVs into
con’~tunities in the U.S. The workshop was divided into four primary

sessions, and a final session that included a panel discussion, an open forum,
and an action agenda discussion. The four primary sessions were:

1. Initial Questions and Issues: What is a NEV?
2. Land Use and Infrastructure for NEVs
3. New Market Opportunities for NEVs
4. Regulatory Issues for NEVs

Session One: Initial Questions and Issues
The workshop commenced with a session addressing the basic question:

’~’hat is a NEV?" The first speaker, Dr. Paul MacCready of AeroVironment
Inc., ;articulated the broadest view of the character of these vehicles. He
interprets NEVs to be the subset of all vehicles that are more than bikes but
less than cars. Such vehicles would include electric-assist bicycles, as well as a
variety of other low-speed vehicles. Dr. MacCready emphasized that it takes

very little energy to move a person from one point to another, and that NEVs
are well-stdted to the limitations of current battery technology. According to

Dro lvlacCready, the future of NEVs is complicated by two factors. First, there
is such a wide variety of possible NEVs. Second, NEVs have to fit into a
system that, at least in the U.S., is totally dominated by full-sized cars.

The second speaker to discuss the form and function of the NEV was Mr.

William MacAdam of the Trans2 Corporation. Mr. MacAdam discussed the
multi-use vehicle that Trans2 will soon be producing. This vehicle is a low-

speed, two-passenger NEV that is targeted for sale in golf cart communities
and other areas where it can be safely operated. Such other areas may include
other resort communities, those with privately-owned roadways, amusement
parle;, other recreational facilities, and other areas where long driving ranges

are not necessary and the benefits of NEVs are highly desirable° In Mr.
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MacAdam’s view, NEVs are low-speed vehicles that are marketable because
they provide benefits that conventional vehicles do not offer. These benefits
include an absence of "tailpipe" emissions, ease of operation, low noise, and
low maintenance.

Mr. Kevin Gunning presented a detailed account of the vehicle that

Amerigon is producing as part of the CALSTART NEV program. The
Amerigon vehicle is of a somewhat different character than the vehicles
described by Dr. MacCready and Mr. MacAdam in that it can be operated on
freeways for short distances - perhaps a few miles. As Mr. Gunning

explained, such vehicles may have greater market appeal than vehicles that
are limited by speed constraints to surface streets This may be particularly
true in southern California where, as CALSTART has said, "the freeway is

part of our neighborhoods." One appeal of the Amerigon vehicle is that it
can be configured into different forms for different uses - a utility vehicle, a
low-speed vehicle for resorts or retirement communities, or a sport-image
vehicle.

Session Two: Land Use and Infrastructure for NEVs
The second workshop session focused on the interplay between land use
planning and transportation infrastructure design with regard to the potential

for encouraging the use of NEVs. Mr. Michael Replogle of the
Environmental Defense Fund stressed the opportunities created by recent
legislation for the development of integrated and mutually supportive

initiatives to reduce air pollution and promote energy efficiency. The Clean
Air Act of 1990, the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991,

the Energy Policy ACt of 1992, and the National Climate Action Plan of 1993
have provided the potential for major structural reform and technological
innovation iv, transportation planning and implementation. Reforms might
include the substitution of more efficient vehicle types, such as neighborhood

vehicles, and the use of renewable energy for transportation propulsion. Mr.
Replogle stressed that NEVs alone are not the answer to all of our
transportation problems, but suggested that they could help us to achieve

significant reductions in emissions of criteria pollutants and greenhouse
gases, greater energy efficiency, and the development of "livable"
commurdties. These socially desirable ends could be achieved if the
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introduction of NEVs was coupled with goal-oriented IVHS programs,
demand management strategies, and infrastructural and transportation
control measures aimed at providing a convenient and safe environment for
NEV use.

Professor WKliam Garrison of the University of California at Berkeley

brought to the session 20 years of experience in researching the potential use
of neighborhood vehicles. He suggested that NEVs have not been
successfully introduced to date due to both a market and a supply failure. A
fundamental problem is that the valuable externalities of small, efficient
vehicle production - such as better neighborhoods and reduced pollution,
congestion, and fuel use - cannot be used by producers to offset their costs.
Professor Garrison also suggested that an underlying problem has been the
elusiveness of champions for small vehicles. He believed in the 1970s that
simply pointing out the benefits of neighborhood vehicles would be sufficient

to lead to implementation. Failing this, the 1980s brought hope that the goal
of reducing petroleum dependence would be an adequate stimulus. Now,

Professor Garrison hopes that highway agencies will be the leaders, but is
concerned that the lack of an immediate pay-off to those in key decision-
making positions may continue to be a problem. Ultimately, the potential
that NEVs offer will only be realized through cooperation between vehicle
supphers, infrastructure providers, and regulatoi’y agencies.

The .cession closed with a presentation by Mr. John Wohlmuth of the City of

Palm Desert on the city’s GoLf Cart Transportation Program. This is a five
year demonstration project authorized by an act of the California state

legislature. It is intended to explore traffic and safety issues inherent in
incorporating small, low speed vehicles into an existing transportation
network. Since January 1, 1993, residents of Palm Desert have been allowed to
use golf carts on city streets, aided by the development of specialized

infrastructure to separate golf carts from other traffic, provide secure parking
spaces for golf carts near store entrances, and provide recharging facilities in

downtown areas. In 1993, the program included 80 participants who drove
120,000 miles with no accidents and a documented reduction of nearly 4 tons
of pollutants. A questionnaire distributed to the participants in the program

revealed that 95% of those surveyed provided positive comments about the
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program and that 90% were not limited by the travel range of their vehicles.
Palm Desert hopes to have a total of 500 registered golf carts by 1997.

Session Three: New Market Opportunities for NEVs
Mr. Albert Sobey placed market opportunities for neighborhood vehicles
within the broader context of the future of transportation in the U.S. Mr.
Sobey suggested that NEVs could play a valuable role in reducing energy use,
particularly if coupled with other advanced transportation systems such as
innovative transit and real time traffic management. Urbanized regions

could reduce fuel consumption by 7% to 10% with the use of battery-powered
neighborhood cars, according to Mr. Sobey, and the emissions benefits should
be even larger due to the replacement of the majority of cold-start emissions.

The market research conducted on NEVs by ITS - Davis was presented by Dr.
Kenneth Kurard. The concept of a household’s "activity space" - consisting

of the locations and time schedules of its activities and the travel modes and

routes used to access those activities - has been used to investigate whether
households can create a useful NEV activity space, as a prerequisite to

including a NEV in its choice set for its next vehicle purchase decision, In the
ITS - Davis study, NEVs were placed in households in Davis and Sacramento.
Activity diaries and interviews were completed to explore the use patterns
and general opinions of the vehicles. The ITS - Davis research concluded that

while the lack of freeway capability is an "u~nportant perceived purchase
barrier, NEVs may find market niches in multi-car households if they are
reliable and inexpensive to purchase and operate. NEVs would find their

greatest potential in households with geographically compact activity spaces
accessible by surface streets. New vehicle ownership arrangements would
allow households to use NEVs without absorbing the risk of a new vehicle

type (as station cars or employer-provided vehicles). Alternatively, the
purchase of NEVs would also be more attractive if access to long-range, high-
speed vehicles could be provided through cooperative arrangements or the
expanded availability of rental vehicles.

Mr. William Waft of Pacific Electric Vehicles discussed the results of joint

efforts with SMUD to study the market potential and technical merit of NEVs
through the leasing of 34 City-el vehicles. The primary problems that users of

6
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this three wheel, one seat vehicle have identified are poor ride and handling,
low top speed, and high price. These results suggest that a four-wheel vehicle
with room for two occupants and somewhat higher performance would have
sigrti~icantly greater market penetration potential. Mr. Waft elaborated the
preliminary design specifications and energy budget of a new prototype. This
four-wheel, two passenger vehicle would have a top speed of 40 mph and a
weight of 390-440 kg. The provision of adequate passenger safety and
compliance with the FMVSS is, in Mr. Warfs estimation, the primary hurdle
to be overcome in the development of this vehicle.

Session Four:. Regulatory Issues for NEVs
The final main session of the workshop focused on the regulatory
environment surrounding the intzoduction of NEVs. Issues addressed
inclucted vehicle air quality impacts, safety, and liability. Mr. Thomas
Evashenk of CARB’s Mobile Source Division clarified the role of NEVs in
helping to meet the goals of the ZEV mandate. Vehicles would qualify for
ZEV credit under the mandate provided that they were manufactured for on-
road use, employed zero-emission technology, and had four wheels. Three-

wheeled NEVs could be certified as ZEVs in order to qualify for consumer
incentives, but the production of such vehicles would not entitle the

manufacturer to ZEV credits. CARB believes that NEVs can provide positive
benefits in helping to meet the goals of the mandate, but feels that being too
liberal in granting ZEV credits to NEVs might enable manufacturers to avoid
producing full-sized EVs.

In addressing the potential energy and and environmental impacts of NEVs,
Dr. Mark Delucchi of the Institute of Transportation Studies at UC Davis

called for better and more sophisticated analyses of EV air quality impacts. Dr.
Delucchi suggested that simple comparisons of the powerplant emissions
generated by EV recharging with the tailpipe emissions of conventional

vehicles are nearly meaningless from both social welfare and air quality
regrdatory perspectives. Since powerplant emissions do not in general occur
in urban areas, the impact on human populations of a certain amount of
pollution produced is not as severe as the impact of the same amount of

pollution from tailpipes. More accurate and meaningful analyses, Dr.
Detucchi argued, would compare full-fuel cycle emissions from both the

7
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generation of electricity for EVs and the production, delivery, and use of
petroleum for conventional vehicles. Such analyses should also take into
account the spatio-temporal characteristics of emissions, particularly with

regard to impacts on human popula~ons. Dr. Delucchi concluded by stating
that in his view NEVs would provide positive air quality and energy use
benefits almost anywhere that they were used.

The issue of NEV safety was discussed by Dr. Frank Tokarz of Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory. All NEVs classified as passenger cars must

either meet the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS), or obtain

temporary exemptions from any unmet standards, iv, order to be operated
legally on public roads. Several of the FMVSS may prove problematic for
NEVs, including standards on vehicle defrosting and defogging systems,
steering wheel displacement, occupant crash protection, side impacts, and
roof crush resistance. Exemptions to the FMVSS are available based on
economic hardship, the demonstration of low-emission vehicles, and the
existence of an equivalent level of safety; but these exemptions are temporary
and the petitioner must state an intent to eventuatly comply with the

standards when submitting a petition. The exemption based on the
demonstration of low-emission vehicles would presumably be the most
likely avenue for NEV manufacturers to obtain NHTSA compliance ff all

standards cannot be met. Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory has an
ongoing project - the Vehicle Impact Simulation Technology Advancement

Project - to develop computer crash simulation models for NHTSA. Also,
LLNL is collaborating with CALSTART to do computer testing on

Amerigon’s "running chassis" vehicle, and to develop the Advanced
Transportation Technology Assistance Center.

Finally, Mr. Armen Hairapetian of the law firm Lewis, D’Amato, Brisbois &
Bisgaard discussed .liability issues for NEV manufac~rers. Mr. Hairapetian
clarified the role of the FMVSS in protecting manufacturers from hability

suits by pointing out that the FMVSS are minimum standards. Even full
compliance with the FMVSS would not knsulate a manufacturer from

liability. Also, Mr. Hairapetian suggested that simply because NEVs would
travel at relatively slow speeds does not mean that safety should not be
addressed because many personal injury lawsuits result from collisions taking
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place at speeds as low as 10 or 15 mph. The main areas of liability concern for
NEV manufacturers would be defects in design and manufacture and failure

to warn. A NEV would need to protect occupants to a reasonable level of
safety, but to the degree that a vehicle was clearly less safe than a full-sized
automobile, some degree of protection from liability could be afforded by
warning consumers of the limitations of the vehicle. Mr. Hairapetian also
pointed out that everyone in the stream of commerce for a product could be

held jointly and severally liable for injuries resulting from the use of the
product. Designers, manufacturers, and distributors could all be adversely
affected by lawsuits, and adequate testing to assure occupant safety is thus of

critical importance.

Session Five: Panel / Open Forum / Action Agenda
The final workshop session was designed to allow participants to question
speakers on issues raised during the earlier sessions, and to provide an
opportunity for all participants to discuss the future of NEV development
and implementation efforts. The session commenced with a panel discussion

moderated by Professor Sperling, and included an open forum and a
discassion of a NEV action agenda. The primary issue discussed during this
sessiton was the liability risk for NEV manufacturers. This is a central concern

because some NEV designs may operate under temporary exemptions from
the FMVSS until more permanent exemptions or amendments to the
standards can be obtained, or until the rules are changed to allow small,

lighrcceight vehicles to operate without full FMVSS compliance. The issue of
perceived versus actual risk was identified as a critical feature of the liability
issue, with vehicles that clearly do not provide the same level of occupant
protection as a full-sized vehicle being less prone to liability suits than those
that would appear to provide the same level of protection. Thus, vehicles
similar to bicycles or scooters clearIy do not provide much occupant
protection, and manufacturers would therefore be relatively free of liability in
the event of occupant injuries resulting from the use of such vehicles.
Vehicles that looked like cars, on the other hand, but did not provide much

protection would expose manufacturers to greater liability risks. A large gray
area: would seem to exist that includes most NEV designs.

9
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Other issues discussed during the final session included the difficulty of
obtaining vehicle insurance at a reasonable premium level, the amount of
insurance needed by I’qEV manufacturers to protect against liability suits, the
role of further NEV demonstrations, possible conflicts between NEVs and
bicycles, and opportunities to build coalitions with other interest groups with
similar goals. A complete transcript of this session has been included in
Section VII. Immediately after this final session, discussions continued
informally and vehicle demonstrations were conducted.

Conclusion
NEV development and implementation is consistent with the thrust of
recent legislative actions, including ISTEA, the 1990 CAAA, and the EPAct.
The combination of technological advances and ever more stringent air
quality regulations has provided an unprecedented opportunity to introduce
lightweight EVs. These vehicles would provide significant environmental
and sodal benefits wherever used; but regulatory, political, economic, and
infrastructural barriers all conspire to constrain vehicle and modal diversity,
promoting the continued dominance of full-sized conventional automobiles.

Two decades of research on neighborhood vehicles by William Garrison,
Albert Sobey, Paul MacCready, ITS - Davis researchers, and many others

suggests that NEVs could provide numerous direct and synergistic benefits.
These include:

¯ reducing total emissions of hydrocarbons, oxides of nitrogen, and
carbon monoxide;

¯ lowering energy consumption, diversifying energy supply options,
and enhancing energy security;

¯ reducing greenhouse gas emissions;

¯ downsizing the land use and infrastructure demands of the
automobile system;

better integrating personal vehicle use with transit systems;

¯ making communities more "livable" by reducing noise, pollution,
and high-speed travel; and

10
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creating a neighborhood environment conducive to even more
economically and environmentally sustainable pedestrian and
bicycle travel.

Obstructing the introduction of NEVs are: 1) a complex and rigid automobile
regulatory environment, 2) a largely unknown and untested market, 3)
potential liability risks for manufacturers, and 4) the need to develop
spec~[alized roadway infrastructure in areas where NEVs must comingle with
faster moving traffic.

Market reasearch conducted by ITS - Davis and others suggests that NEVs can
be well utilized in households with geographically compa~ct "activity spaces"
if they are affordable and reliable. If existing economic and convenience

incentives are bolstered to offset initially high NEV purchase and ownership
costs, then the regulatory and infrastructure issues could be methodically
resolved. Communities particularly conducive to NEVs, such as Palm Desert,
California, and other retirement and resort areas, could be the intial sites for
the widespread introduction of these new vehicles. Other areas with
amenable climates and topographies could follow.

The challenges associated with redirecting an automobile system that is
don~Lnated by a heavily entrenched and capitalized industry are considerable.
However, new strategies are needed to counter the nation’s escalating motor

vehicle use, persisting urban air pollution, and continued dependence on
petroleum fuels. We can take advantage of the opportunities offered by a
new wave of transport technologies to achieve greater accessibility in our
transportation system with reduced environmental and social impacts.

Clearly, NEVs alone will not solve our transportation problems; but, if
integrated with transportation demand management strategies, innovative
land use planning, and expanded modal diversity, NEVs could play a key role

in the transition to a more efficient and environmentally benign
transportation system.

11
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III. Session One: Initial Questions and Issues
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What is a NEV?

Paul B° MacCready
Chairman of the Board
AeroVironment Inc.

Introduction
This :presentation was aimed at setting the stage, according to a personal view,
for the subsequent more specific papers. It employed video and slides, that
carmot be reproduced here, to illustrate how efficient certain electric vehicles
can be if developed with efficiency as a high priority item and how applicable
they therefore become for certain use niches where zero pollution has high
priority and the limitations of batteries for storing energy are not inhibiting.

An traderlying theme is that providing mobility with less cons,,mption of
resources (money, time, roads, materials, energy) is a necessary aspect of 
world that is desirable and sustainable. The NEV is a positive approach to the
challenge. The introduction to the video that was shown, "Doing More With
Much Less", is attached here as Appendix A. It explores some of the bigger

issue.,;. The video used a series of vehicles to illustrate the points: the
PatlxfJLnder, a solar-powered airplane for "eternal" flight in the stratosphere;
the hlzman-powered Gossamer Condor and Gossamer Albatross; a number of
pedaled vehicles at a competition of the International Human Powered

Vehicle Association; the Flying Fish pedaled hydrofoil; the solar-powered GM
Sunraycer car; the GM Impact battery-powered car; AV’s electric assist bicycles;

the AV Pointer, a tiny, battery-powered surveillance drone airplane;
saflpLmes; and the solar-powered Solar Challenger airplane.

Where NEVs Fit in the Wide Range of Vehicles
Vehicles for surface transportation of people and goods range from
wheelchairs to trains, powered by muscle, electricity or chemical fuel,

operating on various surfaces, subject to various regulations and human
needs and expectations. Within this broad matrix there is a subset of vehicles

that are more than bikes, are less than cars, locally produce zero pollution
becat~se they are battery powered, and serve market/use niches far limited

15
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purposes (neighborhood, errand, local travel, short ranges at low speeds) that
do not require more energy than present batteries can provide. These NEVs
(neighborhood electric vehicles) have obvious potentials in the U.S. and even
more globally.

Exploring NEV’s future is particularly complicated by two factors. First, the
topic is somewhat confusing because there is such a large variety of possible
vehicles and uses. Second, and more significant, in the U.S. IxrEVs must fit

into a system dominated by cars. Anything dMferent than a car does not
initially fit comfortably. For a century, our cars, roads, housing, work, and
habits have grown in a symbiotic relationship that now inhibits change.
Introducing a battery-powered car into the system, or a CNG, methanol, or
hydrogen-powered car, is relatively easy. The regulations, traffic lanes, safety,
parking, etc. are the same as for a regular car.

TO some extent the situation is similar for bicycles. They have accommodated
to our car-dominated society, being operated cautiously where they avoid or
at least minimize interaction with cars. An electric assist device to help
power a bike does not change the situation, as long as it does not lure the bike

operator to speeds or actions untypical of biking. The situation is similar for
motor scooters and mopeds. They now have lfm’dted use niches in the U.S.,

which will be the same ff battery power is substituted for the polluting 2-cycle
motors that power them at present.

NEVs are usually considered to be 3 or 4 wheel, and fit between bicycles

operated in limited niches and cars that meet Motor Vehicle Safety Standards

(MVSS) and operate on freeways. There is confusion about whether at the
upper end some 4-wheel vehicles that meet MVSS and can operate at freeway
speeds but have short range are NEVs or just battery-powered cars. In any

case they would provide ZEV credits for a manufacturer. My personal view is
if such a vehicle does those things it will be competing with other small ZEVs

that are produced in large quantity (such as Geo-Metro conversions) and that
therefore are inexpensive. I suspect the NEV would be made in smaller

quantity and thus not be competitive - unless it deletes all the creature
comforts that the marketplace has shown people tend to value.
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In the U.S., 1/ability problems, and traffic regulations and our traffic habits,
create barriers to the commercial introduction of small electric vehicles
limited to a speed of, say, 35 mph. Such vehicles do not fit comfortably with
either bikes or cars. Globally there is probably a much more welcoming
environment. In many dries of Southeast Asia, not yet dominated by cars, a
whole range of vehicles from bikes to trucks and buses seem to operate

companionably - as long as a great deal of attention is paid to using horns.

Final Comments
In 1992, as AeroVironment moved into the electric assist bike area and began

a test project with participants from Monrovia for the South Coast Air
Quality Management District, we paid considerable attention to the problems

of liability, regulation, and finding niches where the vehicles could be
operated safely. We organized a small workshop on these critical non-
teclu~ical challenges. An action item from that workshop was to hold a larger
event in the future - an event that considers all these items and additionally
brings in demonstrations and commercial interests. This workshop at Davis
is the larger event.

NEVs in some form are an essential part of our global transportation future.
Just more cars cannot be the answer. Even if technology permits them to be

zero polluting, safe, inexpensive, and everything a customer/user wants,
their very attractiveness will exacerbate traffic and parking stresses, and
contribute to more time wasted in commuting. Our future mobility will
come from a system incorporating a range of vehicles; more mass transit; and
ways of decreasing travel needs by car pooling, by 4-day work weeks and
telecommuting, and by changing relationships between home, office, and

recreation. NEVs probably have a significant role in this scenario, in the U.S.
as weU as other countries. It will be a long process to establish the satisfactory

system. One obvious recommendation is to emphasize demonstration
projects that deal not only with technology but also with users,
infrastructures, regulations, etc. In other words, the real world. Such projects
will be informative to all participants, and provide publicity for the
practicality of the NEV concept.
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Introduction to the video: Doin~ More With Much Less
Prepared for:. Technology, Entertainment, Design (TED)-5

Monterey, California
February 25,1994

By: Paul MacCready, AeroVironment Inc.

Doing more with less is so intrinsic to the explosively-growing information

technology field that the concept scarcely needs new emphasis. However, this

presentation looks at the subject from a slightly different angle - a perspective

relating to vehicles. The vehicles shown here being unusual, sometimes

beautiful, and mostly big, provide a dramatic visual metaphor for the doing

more with less theme - a theme that is harder to visual/ze when showing a

microprocessor ge~dng smaller or more intelligent. But more importantly,

the vehicles help us explore the theme where function precludes

miniaturization -- where the care and feeding of the human body, rather than

the mind, is considered.

A comment often made in the information technology field sets the stage.

Electronic engineers note that if cars had been developed over the last two

decades as effectively as the technology and economy of data bytes, the

modern Cadillac would now sell for about one dollar° Unfortunately it

would also be the size of a walnut - inconvenient for transporting people

(who strongly resist being miniaturized).

Vehicles that transport people and their goods emphasize the fundamental

issue that our biological mass is at least as important as brains, the mind, and

information. This mass is rapidly growing, as 250,000 more people inhabit

the earth every day.*

In the long evolution of life on earth there have been occasional surges,

transitioning life to a higher level of sophistication when some new

biological feature supported exponential growth to another limit. These

surges have been occurring at shorter and shorter intervals. We’re in the

"A writer noted that we humans, plus our livestock and pets, now represent 97% of the mass of
living animals on earth outside the oceans, with all natural wildlife totaling only 3%. Since
humans and the animals they controlled probably were only a negligible percentage of the
globe’s animal mass before we started agriculture and civilization 10-15 millennia ago, we can
declare ourselves the winners.
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midst of one now, somewhat defined by the explosive exponential growth of
non-biological information technology - change so fast it can only be graphed
on semi-log paper. There are no obvious limits to where improving
computer power, interactive technologies, virtual reality, data compression
and ciistribution, etc. will be taking our minds. But there is an associated
challenge: the growth in numbers, demands, and needs of human bodies -
their transportation, feeding, housing and managing. Doubling times are a

few decades, the growth can be plotted on linear graph paper, and the growth
is squashing against limits. Civilization can’t double population, feed
everyone, and put 10 billion cars on new roads without severely stressing
earth’s resources (and without further disdaining hhe value of nature, and

especially the animal world of which we humans used to be a part).

Computers and information can help us gentle the crunch, buy some time, by

assisl~Lng technology to design and produce better yet cheaper devices, to put

brair~ into products for making them more efficient, and to coax us to
conserve (such as telecommuting instead of commuting). Thus information

technology can help human bodies, but not fully solve the basic problem of

the steady growth of bodies and appetites on a non-expanding earth. The keys

to that solution are wisdom and foresight - talents at present more in the

province of humans than computers.

Anyhow, here’s Doing More With Much Less, illustrated by efficient vehicles

- demonstrating a necessary (but not sufficient) feature of the shift toward 

desirable, sustainable world°

All the vehicles shown in this video operate on relatively small power.

Some are human powered, most are electric (photovoltaic energy and/or

battery), one is an electric-human hybrid, while the sailplanes effidently

exploit atmospheric motion from the sun’s heating of the earth. Even the

vehh:les that might be deemed "impractical", compared to conventional ones

powered by burning fossil fuel, have a special value. The emphasis on

efficiency that was forced on their designers generated new insights, attitudes

and goals - all underlying the development of those vehicles shown that

have the potential for commercial viability.
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It’s a win-win-win situation for society, industry, and the individual

consumer when practical "doing more with much less" vehicles get widely

produced, purchased, and used to replace vehicles that serve customers and

society less well.
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What is a NEV?

William MacAdam
President

Trans2 Corporation

Fou~ years ago, my partners and I formed a company to analyze the potential
market for vehicles that would supplement an automobile. We began by

asking whether all cars needed to be general purpose - that is - do everything:
go fast, perform well at low speeds, carry I or 4 passengers, serve commuters
as well as be used for vacations with cargo. Mira’vans, jeeps, and explorers all
began life as a special or limited purpose vehicle, but in time added features
until, eventually, these vehicles became general purpose vehicles and are
used as cars most of the time. Today, vans, pick-up trucks, and sport utility
vehicles together reportedly outsell cars. Who is kidding whom? These
vehicles have become cars, but because of a quirk in the laws, they choose to
be defined as trucks to avoid many of the safety and emission features
reqtfired on cars. The picture was dear to us: any vehicle that we would

dewelop would not be a car and could not be confused or mistaken as one -
nor would it suggest car-like performance.

We wanted to create a small vehicle for low speed street use, but history has
shown the consequences of what are viewed as diminished cars - they
typi.caUy fail to sell in the volumes needed to sustain them. In Europe or Asia

they may sell, but in the U.S. they become collectors items (i.e. Crosley,
Rambler, Mini Cooper and Fiero). Three and a half years ago, we discovered 
market for vehicles that could offer advantages to consumers as an
alternative to a car - and by emphasizing its advantages over cars for short
distance and low speed use, not by emphasizing that it is a small car. Simply
making cars smaller creates problems for the operator. Calling these vehicles

sub cars is troublesome because to the consumer a car is a car, regardless of its
size.

Trans2 chose to build up rather than size down. We created a much

improved bicycle or scooter rather than shrinking a car. For example, rather
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than shrinking the size of the occupant space we expanded it. We went to 4

wheels for stability, designed a front wheel drive system for better handling
and performance, and positioned the weight in such a manner to offer a low
center of gravity and overall vehicle balance. We made our vehicles as tail as
mini vans for good visibility of both the driver and other vehicles. We

emphasize ease of entry and ease of exit° We made our vehicles fun to use,
easy to use, and safe to use.

We emphasize safety by limiting speed and range. Trans2 vehicles are truly
neighborhood vehicles. They are compatible with the environment in which

they will operate. They are compatible in terms of speed (they go just fast
enough) and compatible in terms of range (they go far enough).

Where are these vehicles to be used? They will be used in neighborhoods

and within communities wherever the streets do not exceed 25 mph. Where
does this environment exist? It exists in neighborhoods, resorts, college
communities, campuses, and retirement communities. Is this is a limited
market? You bet it is! But so were the first calculators, personal computers,
and microwave ovens. Will it remain limited? Who knows. We do believe
that to succeed, the market will demand vehicles designed for special
circumstances. Needs create markets, not mandates. Choices expand them.

Customer satisfaction sustains them. After 3 1/2 years of product
development that has included 3 generations of prototype vehicles, clay

modeling, design, and engineering for testing and demonstration, Trans2 has
created a vehicle that matches the technology needed to satisfy the use and

the price and the environment in which it is used.

Don’t think of Trans2 vehicles as golf carts. What Trans2 has created is a
multi-use vehicle that can be used on roadways in neighborhoods as well as
on golf courses. Our multi-use vehicle will be supplemented in the future
with other models and will serve market niches in which we can satisfy a
market need. You can see our vision today - it is sitting outside and before
the day is over you can drive it.
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What is a NEV?

Kevin Gunning
NEV Program Manager

Amerigon

Note: This summary has been prepared from an outline provided by the presenter.

The definition of a neighborhood varies in relation to land use patterns and

the J!evel of urbanization and infrastructure development. As a result,

neighborhood electric vehicles (NEVs) can be of different designs depending

on [he environment in which they are to be used. In closed communities,

NEVs need not have freeway capability or high top speeds. In many

Calfi.~ornia metro areas, however, it may be difficult to access some

"neighborhood" activities without the use of freeways. In these areas, NEVs

with freeway capability would have the greatest market appeal.

As part of the Amerigon NEV program, extensive discussion took place with
regard to the nature and design characteristics of key NEV attributes. While
freeway capability was not seen as essential in all areas, this feature was
deemed desirable. The discussion resulted in the identification of the
following essential vehicle characteristics: a top speed of at least 60 mph, a
range of 60 miles, compliance with all FMVSS requirements, and a seating
capacity of two adults and two teen-age children.

The styling of the Amerigon vehicles is shown in figures 1 through 3. The
vehicle has three battery packs, rear wheel drive, and a 2-door hatchback
cont~iguration. An extruded aluminum space frame has been used to take

adv~mage of lower tooling costs, light material weight, and ease and quickness
of modification if necessary (figure 4). The vehicle has four wheel
independent suspension and the weight of the batteries and drive train has

been distributed throughout the vehicle. Two battery packs are located under
the front seats, one battery pack is under the hood, and the motor and
controller are in the rear (figure 4).
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The vehicle body shell was modeled in clay, and then was digitized and
analyzed with a computer. The vehicle frame was analyzed for strength and
was also optimized to fit with the body structure (figure 5). A key project
focus was the ergonomic layout of the vehicle interior. Full size tape layouts
were done to verify the vehicle would fit a 5% female to a 95% male in front,
and up to a 70% male in the rear (figure 6). The compIete instrument panel
design includes seven basic pieces, and layouts were done to verify proper
positioning of aii controls. Interior test bucks were done to collect feedback on
desired seating positions and control positions (figure 7).

To verify proper aerodynamics, a 1/4 scale day model was prepared. This

model was tested in the aero lab at Caltech with and without spoilers, using
smoke and tufts to help visualize air flow (figures 8 to 10). The overall drag
coefficient was measured at 0.31. Dynamic stability and roll and yaw
couplings were also checked, and better yaw coupling was observed with the
spoiler than without.

The vehicle has been designed to use recyclable body panels. Generally, the
vehicle is environmentally "friendly" and uses low cost tooling. Econowdcs
show favorable cost tradeoffs for low volumes of Iess than 10,000 or 20,000
vehicles per year when compared with conventional designs. The vehicle is
designed to be affordable, practical, and fun (figures 11 and 12).
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Fig~.~e i: Sport-uf~iity N~’V ~ cpen rear cargo area

FigUre 2. California t~nage IN’EV with rag hatch hu open poslhor,
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..: ::-:

Figu~ 3: Standard ~ confisxa-ation for g~eral urban use

Figure 4: Ccmpu~r graphic showing h’ame ctesign. ~u~pension, a~d drive ~omporamts
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Figure 5: Computer graphic al~wing optimization of h-ame with body structure

Figure 6: Drawings developed to eValuate dr/v~ and passenger mgonoxrucs
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AMERIGON
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AMERIGON

AMERIGON

Rg~e 10: Aerodyr~wae testing (spoJJer #I smoke vist~Ezatmn)
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FWcre 1.1 Spotty image NEV with design logo

A MEFtlG ON

Figt~re 12: Low-speed N’EV designed for rela~emene told resort communities
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IV. Session Two: Land Use and Infrastructure for NEVs
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Some Thoughts on the Future of Neighborhood Velfides in America

Michael Replogle
Transportation Project Co-Director

Environmental Defense Fund

Timothy E. Lipman
Institute of Transportation Studies

University of California, Davis

Introduction
Making transportation more environmentally and economically sustainable
will require major innovations in how we apply information,
con’ununications, and propulsion technologies to transportation, as well as
reforms in system pricing, street space allocation, and land use policies. This
paper discusses some ideas about the relationships between these and how
the raarket for small Zero Emission Vehicles (ZEVs) and neighborhood
electric vehicles (NEVs) might be affected by other innovations and reforms

affecting transportation and land use. NEVs include hybrid vehicles with low
tailpiipe emissions as well as the lightest motor vehicles - electric-motor assist
bicycles and tricycles.

More environmentally efficient and innovative vehicle types including
elec~:ic, flywheel, hydrogen, and hybrid systems powered from renewable
energy sources offer long-term promise to reduce greenhouse gas emissions
and U.S. dependence on imported petroleum in coming decades. However, a
combination of factors have seriously weakened modal diversity and reduced
conslzmer choice in transportation and land use across America in recent

decades. These include large hidden subsidies encouraging sprawl and
automobile-dependence; the failure of the market to capture substantial
externalized costs of fossil fuel use; regulatory policies that have reduced
diversity in public transportation, urban design, and vehicle design; and
infra:structure system design and management policies hostile to non-
motorized transportation. Substantial gains in motor vehicle efficiency have
been used not to reduce resource consumption, but to increase the average
horsepower of vehicles in use.
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In the context of this subsidized and protected market, the Clean Air Act
(CAA) Amendments of 1990 established the "California Car" ZEV mandates
to guarantee a minimum market size for alternative clean propulsion
technologies. This may provide the foundation for more sustainable
transportation industries of the 21st century. The ZEV mandate will not

solve our transportation or ak quality problems but is playLug a useful role in
promoting development of new technologies and stimulating consideration

of market-based mechanisms for reducing air pollution emissions.

The effects of the ZEV mandate wii1 depend on many contextual factors.

Technological advances including ZEVs, Intelligent Vehicle Highway
Systems (IVHS), and telecommunications and information system
technologies will all be needed to help make transportation more efficient
and sustainable. These are important to help us increase vehicle energy
efficiency, manage growth of travel demand through pricL~g, and increase
safety and community livabffity by limiting vehicle speeds to those that are
safe and optimal for the operating environment.

Context for Introduction of ZEVs and NEWs
The U.S. transportation sector is facing prospects for major structural reform
and technological Lnnovation in coming years. The CAA of 1990, Intermodal
Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 (ISTEA), Energy Policy Act 
1992, and the National Climate Action Plan of 1993 offer many expressions of
these themes. In the framework of "sustainable transportation," ideas for a
multi-modal long-term least cost framework for transportation and land use
are bering articulated, as occurred fix the electric utility industry in the 1970s
and 1980s. States and regions are beginning to wrestle with how to better

coordinate transportation and land use policy, considering pricing reforms fix
transportation, and restructuring air quality and transportation planning and
decision-making. The context for introduction of ZEVs in the late 1990s is
thus a changing marketplace ripe with opportunities for mutually supportive
public policy and private sector initiatives.
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Several trends and forces are likely to.influence the market for ZEVs and the
potential for small neighborhood ZEVs in particular over the next two
decades:

@

Increasing specialization of household vehicle fleets, with lower initial
vehicle acquisition costs and higher per trip and per mile operating
costs, and gradual movement towards fidl-cost pricing of
transportation°

Increasing use of "smart systems" in transportation and community
life, as information and communications technologies foster changes
in the management of traffic, transit services, and goods movement for
greater safety, convenience, and efficiency in resource utilization.

Increased pressures for CO2 emissions reduction which will favor
increases in motor vehicle efficiency, vehide downsizing, travel
demand management, and development of renewable energy sources,
with reduced dependence on fossil fuels.

Transportation and Global Warming

The ~~a
An issue of growing concern to many around the world is the prospect of

rapid and highly disruptive climate change caused by a buildup of
"greenhouse gases," such as CO2, an odorless and colorless gas that is the

largest component of petroleum-fueled motor vehicle exhaust. Global
warrdng threatens to cause large economic, social, and environmental
dislocations and damage, stimulating major geopolitical instability in coming
decades and potentially destroying large ecosystems. Anticipated increases in
average surface temperatures of the Earth range as high as 2-5 degrees
Centigrade over the next century. At a minimum, rising sea levels and
attendant coastal erosion and storms will impose growing economic and
human costs. United Nations scientists have estimated that an immediate
60% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions would be needed just to stabilize
current greenhouse gas levels in the atmosphere.

The U.S. is one of the largest contributors of CO2 and its transportation sector

accounts for more than a fourth of its anthropogenic CO2 emissions. Rapid
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growth in VMT in the 1980s caused transportation related CO2 emissions to
grow faster than other major anthropogenic sources of CO2. In 1985, the

transport sector consumed 63% of all oil used in the U.S., 44% of petroleum

used in Western Europe, 35% in Japan, and 49% in developing countries, or
roughly half of all petroleum used globally. Thus, the transport sector,
particularly petroleum-fueled motor vehicles, accounted for more than 15%
of global carbon releases from anthropogenic sources°

Response to Date
The Global Climate Change Treaty signed at the World Conference on the

Environment (UNCED) in Rio de Janeiro in 1992 signaled the rising attention
to th/s problem by world leaders. The U,S. National Climate Action Plan,
announced by President Clinton in August 1993, is the first small step in the
development of more comprehensive U.S. policies in response to this
problem. The transportation conformity requirements of the CAA provide
one instrument to reduce CO2 emissions from transportation. The Clinton

Administration’s National Climate Action Plan offers a further small step
with its proposal to "cash out" employer-provided parking subsidies. Much
greater efforts will be required to implement the President’s April, 1993
pledge to reduce U.S. CO2 emissions to 1990 levels by the year 2000, as

required by the Rio accords. Significant reduction of the fastest growing large
source of U.S. CO2 emissions - transportation - will require concurrent

J

reforms in land use, transportation pricing and management, and vehicle
technology.

Many other CAA strategies for reducing emissions of CO, VOC, and NOx -

enhanced I/M, reformulated gasoline, and tighter vehicle tailpipe emission
standards - make no significant contribution, and in some cases degrade
vehicle fuel economy and related CO2 emission rates. Measures which

increase highway capacity and speeds in many cases stimulate added
automobile travel demand over time, leading to long-term grov~th in CO2
emissions, even if in the short-term these capacity increases temporarily
alleviate congestion and hence increase speeds and vehicle fuel economy per
VMT or vehicle hour traveled.
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Strategies for Reducing CO2 from Transportation
Responses to the global climate change problem will need to occur across
many sectors of the global economy and will necessitate new mechanisms for
internalizing long-term costs into short-term pricing if the marketplace is to
be used effectively to address this long-term global problem. Key areas for
action in relation to transportation-related greenhouse gas emissions are:

(1) Increasing Efficiency of Current Vehicle Types. Improvements 
vehicle technology and vehicle downsizing have led to significant
reductions in per-mile emission rates of all major pollutants, but VMT
growth rates have frequently outpaced vehicle fuel efficiency
improvements (Reference 1). Carbon releases due to motor vehicles are
directly related to fuel economy as well as fuel source and type.
Significant further improvements are possible in motor vehicle
technology to improve fuel economy and reduce emission rates for
carbon and other pollutants. Fuel use rates of the global automobile fleet
could be cut in half over the next several decades if currently available
technologies were widely applied throughout in manufacturing new cars.
Tax and regulatory incentives such as "feebates" and emissions trading
under sectoral and industry emission caps offer promise for progress in
fits area.

(2) Substitution of More Efficient Vehicle Types. Much of the

improvement in average automobile fuel economy in the U.So has been
offset by the substitution of larger, heavier, less fuel efficient light trucks
for automobiles in recent years. Large reductions in CO2 emissions could

come from promoting a shift in the other direction towards lighter and
more fuel efficient motor vehicles. If maximum vehicle acceleration
rates and top vehicle speeds, as well as maximum vehicle load capacities
were reduced for a portion of the vehicle fleet, this could produce
significant further reductions in energy use and CO2 emissions per VMT.

By reducing vehicle performance requirements, the size and weight of the
w,~hicle propulsion systems can be cut dramatically, which allows further
reduction in vehicle weight. Together, this could lead to a reduction in

energy use requirements per passenger-kilometer or payload-kilometer
on the order of 90 percent or more compared to current fossil-fueled,
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freeway-capable vehicles. If only a modest share of the vehicle fleet in use
were to consist of such smaller, lighter weight, lower performance
vehicles, suitable for specialized use for shorter trips on arterial and
secondary streets, there would be a major reduction in motor vehicle CO2
emissions.

(3) Use of Renewable Energy for Transportation Propulsion. Renewable
energy now accounts for less than 10 percent of the current U.S. energy
supply, but this could increase significantly over the next several decades.
In the long-run, there is potential for much greater reductions in CO2
emissions with the widespread substitution of non-polluting and

renewable energy sources - solar, wind, wave, biomass, and possibly
fusion power - as fossil-fuel use peaks and decJdnes sometime in the 21st
century. For transportation applications, these will depend on propulsion
systems based on energy carrier technologies, such as hydrogen or
electricity (Reference 2). Indeed, the ZEV mandates of the CA.A are
intended to lay a foundation for development of such systems. Given the
energy storage densities of current portable battery and gas energy storage
media, there are major cost and efficiency advantages in ~ing
vehide size, weight, and performance when introducing these
propulsion technologies. With current technologies, freeway capable
electric vehicles generally require a large, heavy, and expensive load of
batteries.

(4) Transportation System and Demand Management. Regardless of the

efficiency improvements gained from t.echnological progress, there are
good reasons for promoting comprehensive application of smart
technologies; transportation pridng, growth management, pedestrian and

bicycIe friendly transportation and community pIanning, and other
demand management strategies. These promise the potential for
sigrdficant added cuts in CO2 emissions over the next half century while

supporting more efficient economic growth. Traditional travel demand
management, relying solely on voluntary measures and directed solely at
work trips, is generally agreed to be inadequate. It needs to be replaced
with comprehensive demand management that infuses all aspects of

transportation planning and operations. This must include significant
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changes in pricing, a focus on both work and non-work travel, promotion
of accessibility and proximity rather than mobility, and promotion of
non-motorized travel and telecommunications to reduce motor vehicle
demand growth (Reference 3). These strategies will, in turn, likely make
small ZEVs more attractive over time compared to full-size petroleum-
fl~eled motor vehicles, at least for certain kinds of travel.

Divelrsification of Household Motor Vehicle Fleets
Ten or fifteen years ago, there were gears in the auto industry that the market
for automobiles would become saturated in North America as households
reached the point of one car per licensed driver. However, motor vehicle

ownership has continued to grow at a modest pace as households have
purchased increasingly specialized vehicles to meet particular requirements.
It is increasingly common to see households with more vehicles than
liceruled drivers, with fleets composed of a mixture of touring cars, compact
cars, light trucks, recreation vehicles, sports cars, and motorcycles. It appears
likely that a market could be developed for environmentally-friendly, small,
ligh~veight, high energy efficiency ZEVs, which would be used for short-
distance trips and errands.

A "neighborhood car" might come to be seen as the easiest, cheapest, and
most practical way to travel to the rail station, to the day care center, to the
1ocal park or health club, and for shopping. These kinds of trips comprise a
growLng share of total daily trip starts, petroleum use, and mobile source
emis.~;ions, as work related travel continues to make up a smaller share of
trips. Most of these nonwork trips are short - typically less than 5 or 6 miles,
and often as short as 1 or 2 miles. In many modern, wealthy suburbs with
relatively high automobile ownership in the NetherIands, Germany,
Switu:erland, ScandLnavia, and Japan, one finds a large share (often 20-30

percent) of these trips made by bicycle. In America they are made mostly by
cars and light trucks.

The California ZEV mandate may lead to near-term market availability for
the first time of some small efficient vehides of this sort, since the most
affordable electric cars will likely offer lower speeds and limited range, at least
in the near term. However, manufacturer liability issues and the current
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Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards pose major barriers to many smaller

neighborhood vehicle types, and vehicles with fewer than four wheels will

not be credited as "ZEVs" under the California program. Ultra-light

neighborhood vehicles, such as electric-motor assisted bicycles and tricycles,

with or without wind shells, avoid many key liability issues that challenge

larger neighborhood vehicles, since ultra-lights are obviously less protective

of their occupants°

Many Baby Boomers who came of age with the environmental movement

and gas lines may find such vehicles more appealing than the marginally

more efficient - but still gasoline powered - minicars produced recently by

the auto industry, like the Geo Metro. If the costs of motor vehicles were

more fully internalized through tax policies, vehicle inspection and

registration fees, feebates, and other instruments, many consumers would

likely seek access to lower cost, lower performance vehicles, such as

neighborhood vehicles.

Small neighborhood vehicles face formidable obstacles in America, however..

With only a small current market, commercially-available neighborhood

vehicles today are mostly hand-built or retrofit from production models of

small gasoline-powered motor vehicles. Thus, despite lower performance and

versatility, they carry the premium price tag assodated with high unit

man~acturing and marketing costs. The California ZEV mandate may help

assu~e a threshold level of market demand and lay a foundation for market-

driven growth. Motor vehicle emission accounting and trading systems offer

promise in other regions to establish economic incentives for least cost

strategies to reduce ozone precursors and carbon dioxide emissions.

Integrated strategies that address transportation facility design and

management, demand management and pricing, and new options for vehicle

access should be able to demonstrate significant potential for cost-effective

reduction of emissions, but these require joint public and private sector

initiative.

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
An important area for pubLic-private partnership is in the development of

Intelligent Vehicle Highway Systems (IVHS). The application of information
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and commurdcations/control systems technologies in transportation
management and operations promises major increases in system safety,
performance, and efficiency. The federal IVI-IS program has been funded at

over $200 million for the past several years, supporting research and
development efforts.

As it has developed to date, the U.S. DOT IVI-IS program is a set of
technologies in search of a problem, with excessive focus on how to increase
the capadty of existing highways and to boost the attractiveness of
automobiles and trucks. Unless redirected, key elements of IVHS may face
chal~[enges in some metropolitan areas because of negative long-term effects
on air quality.

However, IVI-LS could be used in a goal-directed fashion to implement CAA
and ISTEA objectives such as demand management, congestion
management, energy conservation, and improved traffic safety (Reference 4).
If such reforms are indeed put in place, IV’HS could significantly expand the
potential market for small neighborhood vehicles in the late 1990s and early
2000s. WHS could be used as the enabling technology for road and parking
pricing and for electronic motor vehicle speed limitation. These could have
significant effects on the potential market for neighborhood vehicles by
encouraging pro×~rnity and access, improving traffic safety, and rewarding
tho:~e who travel in a more resource-efficient manner. There should be far

moJ.’e thinking and research on how IVHS might be used to limit vehicle
speed and acceleration rates on individual roads and in sensitive areas

electronicaUy.

This could be a cost-effective way to reduce emissions, improve traffic safety,
and bolster community livability. It could complement other measures to
slow down and "calm" traffic on low-volume residential streets and in

coramercial areas where pedestrians, bicycles, and public transit should be
given a legetimate place. Automated speed limitation could smooth traffic
flow on arterial roads with computer-synchronized traffic signals, reduce

emissions and safety problems caused by speeders on high speed expressways,
and reduce top vehicle speeds automatically when icing and fog or accident

tie.-ups occur.
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The use of these systems could expand the market potential for small,
lightweight, neighborhood vehicles suitable for local non-freeway travel.
Whether propelled by batteries, small engines, supercapacitors, flywheels,
human power, or a combination, these vehicles would allow individuals and

businesses opportunities to better tailor the vehicle chosen for a particular
trip to their end use requirements. Use of these systems could help

complement a needed realignment of transportation subsidies and

investments, the reallocation of street space to restore opportunities for
walking, bicycling, and rapid transit, and smart land-use policies that

encourage reinvestment in cities and dose-in suburban centers where

managed growth and managed streetspace and parking will help solve rather
than exacerbate pressing traffic and social problems°

Travel Demand and Growth Management
The use of NEVs could domuch to reduce the environmental impacts of
personal mobility, but even greater benefits could be realized by coupling
their introduction with well integrated transportation demand management
(TDM) and land use planning. In general, most TDM efforts to date have

been narrowly focused on peak period highway performance and have
overlooked the opportunity to guide the evolution of longer term travel
demand (Reference 5). Broader efforts that address non-work trips, non-peak
period travel, and shorter trips, and that incorporate urban design and land

use planning considerations, could heIp Io slow the current trend of rapidly
escalating motor vehicle use. The integration of long and short term demand
and growth management strategies with pricing schemes encouraging the use
of neighborhood and non-motorized vehicles could produce substantial
benefits for both society and the environment.

ISTEA and the CAA provide new impetus for TDM by requiring large regions
with unhealthy air to expeditiously implement all reasonably available

measures that will improve air quality and requiring metropolitan areas to
develop effective congestion management systems. These measures have
been prompted by the realization that conventional air quality improvement
strategies, focusing primarily on VOC reductions and increases in vehicular
capacity, are often ineffective in the long term (Reference 5). Reduction 
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VMT.[" and conventional vehicle trip starts Offers the prospect for more
sustainable pollution prevention, and will be needed to meet ozone health
standards in America’s more polluted regions. Efforts to encourage the use of
NEVs, which produce no cold-start emissions and hold the potential to
replace the vast majority of short automobile trips, could become an integral
part of long-term air quality improvement strategies.

More comprehensive analysis methods that recognize induced travel and
land[ use effects call into question Conventional methods that endorse speed
increases and HOV lanes as means to combat ozone formation. These newer

met~hods recognize the potential of traffic calming to improve pedestrian,
bicycle, transit, and neighborhood vehicle use and reduce emissions
(Reference 5). The emerging view recognizes that HOV projects may increase
long term travel demand by encouraging low-density automobile dependent
sprawl at urban fringes, to the ultimate detriment of air quality.

The development of comprehensive, well-interconnected, traffic calmed
street networks would allow the use of bicycles and NEVs to be integrated
wifl~ slowed conventional traffic, while at the same time improving the
safety and desirability of pedestrian travel. Street design standards need to be
revised to better accomodate these NEV, bicycle, and pedestrian networks, but
can result in improved air quality and more livable commtmities.

The introduction of NEVs along with integrated transportation demand,
growth, and congestion management strategies would produce synergistic
reductions in air pollution, energy use, greenhouse gas production, and VMT

by conventional vehicles.

Global Perspectives
Copenhagen is one example of success in developing a bicycle network on
arterial streets by removing parking and reallocating street space. The
Ne!Cherlands, Japan, and Australia offer models for comprehensive
neighborhood traffic management using traffic calming.

In ’the Netherlands, introduction of small neighborhood vehicles would not
likely be a sound pohcy today because it would cut into the market share of
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more sustainable bicycle travel. However, in the US, the short trip travel

market is dominated by less sustainable automobile travel, so neighborhood

vehicles offer improved environmental and economic efficiency.

Conclusion
Small neighborhood vehicles are not the solution to American

transportation problems but they could play an important role in reducing

energy use in automobile dependent communities and expanding multi-

modal options. They could fill a vital niche in the marketplace of

transportation choices early in the next century and facilitate the

development of "amart communities" that are planned for maximum

resource efficiency and proximity, rather than maximum resource

consumption and mobility. However, many current public policies work

against the use of small NEVs. Coordinated least-cost transportation system

planning and management and pollution prevention strategies could help

N’EVs realize their potential.
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Market and Supply Failure; Champions; and Discovery

William L. Garrison
Professor

Institute of Transportation Studies
University of California, Berkeley

This discussion uses Moses’ 40-years of wandering in the wilderness as
metaphor. Moses emerged from the wilderness with an organized society.
Having worked on neighborhood vehicle topics for about 20-years, perhaps
I’m half way to some organized thoughts about neighborhood vehicles.
Words summarizing remaining pieces of the puzzle are given in the title to
this paper, and, after reviewing my wandering, they will be discussed.1

About 20-years ago, I began the first of my investigations of the neighborhood
vehicle concept. Although work began just after the first petroleum price
shod.<, fuel efficiency wasn’t the motive for the work. The thought was that
historical "accidents" and the "lock-kn" that pervades complex systems once
they begin to be deployed had yielded a automobile-highway system ill suited
for the times. By lock-in we refer to fixed protocols, predominate
tech~tologies that smother nascent ones, and the difficulty of changing one
thing (e.g, vehicles) without changing another (e.g., roads). A system 
would provide a wider diversity of services would seem to be desirable, as
would a system easier of access by those with limited resources and/or
driving skills.

The ]point of departure was curing dysfunctions. There are lots of system
features that are quite logical given the history of the highway system° Even

so, they may be recognized as dysfunctional, for example, the sharing of roads
by w.~hicles with highly varied weights and the use of a 3,500 lb automobile to

lI’ve not been alone, for I have worked with about 20 others. A few coworkers will be
mentioned in the text.

OrgaImzations providing support or working in partnership included the U.S. Department of
Transportation, California Department of Transportation, Electric Power Research Institute,
General Motors Corporation, and Booz Allen & Hamilton.
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move one or two persons. Curing such dysfunctions should improve
services, and treat energy and environmental problems along the way.

The work had a "soup to nuts" span. (References !, 2, and 3) It reviewed

vehicles available, road needs, and drivers’ license and road use ordinances.
Deployment of neighborhood cars and their facilities in representative cities
was treated using scenarios. Our conciusion was, This is obviously a good
idea. Our thought was that the good news would spread, champions would
appear, and implementation would follow. Our limited efforts to spread the
word through publications yielded some surprising feedback-including, This
is silly, everyone knows that mass transit is the answer to transportation
problems.

Interest in eledwic vehicles swelled after the 72 OPEC embargo, and at about
that same time transportation analysts developed disaggregate choice models.
Applying the model to choices of electric veb2cles, a study of consumers’
preferences for electric vehicles was undertaken. (Reference 4) One task was
to truly disaggregate to individual choices. To explain: while choice models
are described as disaggregate because they are specified on the choices of
individuals, they are calibrated and used for an aggregate, a population. John
Calfee wanted to experiment by doing a study that caIibrated on individuals,

and he took main responsibility for the work undertaken.

Respondents were given information on a varie~ of electric vehicles (price,
range, etc.) and use scenarios, and were asked to make choices between them
and conventional vehicles (given variations in petroleum fuel costs). The
neighborhood vehicle entered because it and its postulated uses was one of
the choices given respondents. The analytic aspects of the study were well.
Not unexpectedly, elec’~ric vehicles as replacements for conventional vehicIes
did not fare well under most any specification of conventional vehicle costs.

I was surprised that the neighborhood vehicle also didn’t fare well. One

thought was that petroleum issues were not sharply in view, so we attempted
to market our findings in Hawaii where there is overall energy dependence
on petroleum. (Reference 5) No champion was found for our ideas.
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After thinking about the work for several years, I began to speculate that we
had been unable to give respondents a vision of the neighborhood vehicle
and its uses, as well as a vision of how the vehicle and its facilities might
dampen the impact of conventional vehicles in neighborhoods and open
opportunities for neighborhood enhancements.

My most recent investigations began when Albert J. Sobey’s enthusiasm for
the General Motors Lean Machine spilled into California and the Caltrans.
Three wheeled, high performance, fuel efficient and relatively inexpensive,
the vehicle might serve well as a commuting vehicle, so we began
inve,.;tigations of benefits and costs to vehicle users and to agencies providing
high’ways, as well as to society in general through decreasing congestion, fuel
use, and emissions. (References 6, 7, and 8) Narrow in width, the commuter
car raight be operated on one half of a conventional highway lane (Figure 1).

Estiraated net benefits were great. Also, it appears that while an expanding
population of commuter vehicles would require considerable adjustments to
highways, adjustments could be made in an incremental and cost-effective
fasl~ioru Indeed, the advantages to agencies providing road facilities are so
great that we expected them to champion the transition to small vehicles.

The neighborhood car was revisited, this time with emphasis on just how the
vehicle and its paths might fit in new (to be built) and old neighborhoods.
(Reference 9) Peter Bosselmann and his students developed a variety 
design alternatives responding to community interests in more green space,
expansion of buildings on existing lots, and sequestering uses of conventional
cars from residential areas. (Figure 2) While the overall concepts seemed 
be well received by reviewers, many reviewers were not pleased by our
notions of neighborhood improvements. Consequently, we are wary of
designs, such as those for neoclassical conununities, that impose designers’
values on communities.

Paul MacCready stressed that consumers design vehicles. We have a similar

feeling about neighborhood vehicles and their communities. Communities
should evolve designs that suit their needs and resources.
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20-Years and Counting

And here is the way we now see the situation. First, there is market
supply failure. Suppliers actions may contribute to valuable externalities (e.g.,
better neighborhoods; reduced congestion and national petroleum fuel use)
which they cannot use to off-set their costs. The risk of producing a novel

vehicle is high, perhaps too high for a favorable production decision in the
case of the commuter vehicle. Hnally, and perhaps most importantly, there
are needs for cooperation among suppliers - those who provide roads, those

who supply vehicles, and those who regulate must work together.

Second, improved mobility (lower cost, wider availability of services, etc.) 
an immediate pay-off from the in~oduction of small vehicles and it should
pIay a role in the introduction of small vehicles and thdr uses. Such vehicles
and their services may be a beginning for other changes in the auto-highway
system, such as spedal truck roads and freight movement systems. But when
thoroughgoing change is imagined, it should be recalled that social and
economic developments triggered by transportation improvements were the
"great bottom lines in the sky" that pulled transportation improvements.
Such great bottom lines for small vehicle systems are yet to be imagined.

We suspect that such pay-offs might trace from mobility and infrastructure
improvements through opportunities to redevelop built environments to

new patterns of production and conSumption. But that is only a conjecture.

A way has to be found for individuals to try-out services and discover their

payoffs.

Third, champions for small vehicles remain elusive° In the ’70s we thought
that just pointing out that neighborhood vehicles seemed to be a good idea
would be enough. In the ’80s we thought that those concerned with
petroleum dependence would take the ball. In the ’90s, highway agencies
seem the logical leaders. It may be, of course, that those thoughts are correct,
and it just takes time for the ball to roll. It atso may be that the lack of

champions is a symptom of market and supply failures. There is no
immediate pay-off to persons in key decision-making situations, so there are
no champions.
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City of Palm Desert Golf Cart Transportation Program

John Wohlmuth
Assistant to the City Manager
City of Palm Desert, California

Note: This summary has been prepared from a videotape of ~e workshop session and
constitutes a modified transcript of the presenta~on. It has been reviewed by the presenter for

For over a year and a half, the City of Palm Desert has had a golf cart

transportation program. Following is a brief history of how that program
came. aboutand a description of how it works.

The California Vehicle Code (CVC) governs the roads and highways 
California. A city cannot override the CVC. For example, we cannot set a
speed a limit less than 25 mph, and we cannot determine how golf carts are to
be used. The CVC defines a golf cart as a vehicle that weighs under 1300
potmds, goes less than 15 mph, and holds two passengers and golf bags. The
golf cart can be used in most communities within one mile of a golf cart on 25
mph streets.

There are two paragraphs in the CVC that pertain to golf carts, and back in

1991 the California Attorney General issued a 40 page interpretation of those

two ]paragraphs. The interpretation stated that the speed limit of an

inter:~ection is the speed limit of the street in the intersection with the highest

speed limit. For example, an intersection of a 40 mph street and a 25 mph

street would have a speed limit of 40 mph. So under the interpretation, golf

carts could not enter that intersection.

The City of Palm Desert undertook to change the vehicle code for just Palm
Desert. We received a good deal of opposition on the state level and it took
two assembly bills to get the program through. The second bill, Assembly Bill

1229, passed in May of 1992 and allowed the City to conduct a five-year pilot
program. We have a total budget of $200,00 and have designed streets,

signage, and other amerdties for the program.
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The City of Palm Desert is located in the Coachella Valley and is a destination
golf resort area. There are 27 golf courses located within the city limits. There
are about 20,000 golf carts in the valley and approximately 7,000 of those golf
carts are located in Palm Desert. Of those 7,000, more than half are owned by

the golf courses, so we estimate that there are about 3,000 individually owned
golf carts in Palm Desert.

With regard to the infrastructure for the program, not every street in the City
of Palm Desert is golf cart legal. Every residential street is golf cart legal, and
we have designated three types of lanes, similar to bicycle lanes - Class I, II,
and IU. Class I lanes are totally separated from other traffic, Class II lanes are
striped and signed, and Class Ill lanes are located on streets where golf carts
and other vehicles can mingle safely. Class Ig lanes are only on streets with
speed limits of 25 mph.

In some cases, we have left a parking lane and created an 8 foot, combined
golf cart and bicycle lane. The lanes are designed to provide safe travel for
golf carts throughout the city, but in some cases it was not possible to provide
lanes in all areas. In some instances, particularly when roads cross major
arterials, the lanes end and the golf carts must use the sidewalk to access
residential streets.

The City has also endeavored to provide charging fadlities. The range of a
golf cart is approximately 35 miles, and the city is small enough that a range of
20-25 miles would probably be adequate to access any location in the city
limits. Most people therefore feel comfortable with the ranges that their golf

carts provide, but we wanted to "push the envelope" and provide public
charging of electric vehicles. We are allowed to use some of our AB 27566
funding for this purpose under the rules of the South Coast Air Quality
Management District. One of the first problems we encountered is that not all

chargers, couplers, and batteries are alike. The industry has not yet
standardized charging componentry and we are now asking them to do that.

A charging facility at our local mall allows golf cart owners to charge their
vehicles for free. The charging units there are standard, and not quick charge.
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The average residents spend about $67 dollars at the Mall on an average visit
of about 90 minutes. The average out-of-town visitor spends about $120 on
an average visit of almost 2 hours, so the Town Center Mall is willing to
subsidize charging at a cost of 7 cents per hour.

We are also developing a charging facility at the Civic Center, located near the
Town Center Mall, where golf cart owners will be able to charge their vehicles
in the shade. The stalls in the facility are wide enough to accommodate full-
sL~.~d electric vehicles.
With Southern California Edison, we have developed a system whereby the
golf carts cannot be driven away while they are plugged in.

There is no standard symbol for signage for a golf cart lane, but the Palm
Desert symbol is behng considered by the Federal Highway Administration as
a sttandard symbol, so we are tackling that issue for the rest of the country.

During the next two years, the City of Palm Desert plans to expand the pilot
program by providing additional routes and registering new program
participants. The city has established a goal of 500 registered golf carts by 1997.
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V. Session Three: New Market Opportunities for NEVs
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Some Thoughts on the Potential for

Advanced Transportation Systems

Albert J Sobey
President

Albert Sobey Associates

Introduction

Othe~r papers in this meeting have described some specific neighborhood

vehicle designs and experiences in their development. I was asked to provide

some thoughts about the potential development of alternative vehicle and

equipment concepts. My objective is to describe some of the results of looking

at transportation from the standpoint of the purpose of transportation and

how that can lead to new system concepts that could provide improved

mobility - at attractive economic and societal costs.

I have investigated several alternative technologies and product concepts

including; commuter and neighborhood cars, improved freight systems, real

time traffic management systems and innovative transit systems. In

combination they can improve mobility - while reducing energy

cons~rmption and emissions. Some forecasts by the U.S. Department of

Energy indicate that total transportation fuel consumption could increase

from 20 to nearly 50% by 2010. By that time approximately half of the energy

used for transportation would be by commercial vehicles, primarily trucks but

also railroads, air lines, ships and pipelines.

One ]purpose of this paper was to describe some transportation system

concepts and technologies that should provide improved transportation

services for people and goods while helping to meet the public’s concerns

over the availability of energy and the problems with emissions.

Cars can be designed for spedfic trip purposes. Innovative freight equipment

and services can reduce total energy use while providing more effective

service to shippers° Improved traffic control systems can reduce traffic delays
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and congestion. New propulsion systems may reduce energy consumption by
nearly 50% with existing vehicle technology. The potential benefits of
alternative propulsion systems, gas turbines, stifling engines, battery electric
propulsion, fuel cells and new fuels are discussed in other papers. Many of
the innovations that will be described should be attractive enough to be
commercialized without mandates - eventually.

The questions include: What level of energy and noxious emission
reductions can be achieved by the commercialization of products that people
think are superior in (cost, performance, or utility) than existing products?
Can the commercialization of attractive new vehicle concepts and
technologies be accelerated rapidly enough to be a factor in alleviating public
.concerns?

Personal Vehicles
Several alternative personal vehicle and system concepts, in combination,
have the potential of reducing the energy consumed by personal vehicles as
much as I think that it is technically and economically practical to do with the
design of passenger cars (short of using fuel cells). Accelerating the use 

these vehicle and system concepts could avoid the need for mobility restraints
or accelerating the introduction of new technologies before they are

adequately developed. The most attractive innovations include: cars
designed for specific trip purposes, increased use of computers and
communication systems and improved traffic controls.

Automobile Characteristics

There are approximately 180 million personal vehicles (cars and light trucks)
in the United States. The number has Lrtcreased about 2.5 percent per year
over the last decade. The annual sales projections, through 2030, could be as
illustrated in figure 1 for the Umted States and Cahfornia, assuming that the

sale of cars continues to increase proportionately to increases in family
income. These proiections will undoubtedly be wrong. They will be too high
if family incomes do not increase in proportion to Gross National Product
Increases. The forecasts may be to low if new transportation concepts (half-
width and neighborhood cars) reduce the average cost of a new car
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significantly. Or the cost of cars (and energy) may increase more rapidly than

fan~.ly incomes.

Fig~tre 1: Exponential Growth of Light Vehicle Sales

NATIONAL CALIFORNIA

2% per year 3% per yeor 2% per year. 8% per year

1995 15,000,000 15,000,000 1,180,000 1,200,000

2000 16,000,000 17,000,000 1,250,000 1,300,000

2005 17,500,000 19,000,000 1,350,000 1,450,000

2010 19,000,000 21,000,000 1,480,000 1,600,000

2015 20,000,000 23,000,000 1,600,000 1,700,000

2020 22,000,000 26,000,000 1,700,000 2,000,000

2025 24,000,000 29,500,000 1,900,000 2,300,000

2030 24,500,000 32,500,000 1,950,000 2,500,000

There is little public information available on how people make choices

beOareen cars - or how they value various attributes. An early 1980’s study by

Cheslow can help illustrate the choices (Reference 1). He summarized the

results of a number of previous studies. The investigators used different

mel~ods and, not surprisingly, found that the value placed on various

attributes changed with income, family size, age etc. These studies indicated

that, depending on need, income etc, people would pay the amount shown in

fig~re 2:

Figure 2: Perceived Value of Automotive Attributes

$ 15 to $ 150
$ 45 to $ 100

$ 999 to $1,600

To reduce fuel consumption one mpg

To reduce 0-60 acceleration one second (below 20 sec)

To increase range 50 miles above 300 miles

The studies indicate that most people are willing to pay more for increased

range (a larger fuel tank?) than the comparable improvements in fuel
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economy. This may reflect the inconvenience of having to go to a gas station
to refuel. Range becomes the time between visits to the gas statioru

The projected "willingness to pay" for improved mflage (which averaged $45
miles per gallon irnprovement) was approximately the same as the cost of the
fuel, which would have been saved over the first two and a half years of the
vehicles life based on the fuel prices at the time these studies were prepared.
Oil prices have declined significantly since this paper was prepared. The data
probably overstates what people will pay, now, for improvements in milage.

It is not certain that these trends should be used in reverse to project the price
reduction needed to sell a limited range car. A focus group study conducted
by Beggs (Reference 2) concluded that the average participant attached 
disutility of $4,000 (1977 $) to a vehicle with a range of 50 miles compared to 
car which has a range of 200 miles. Other estimates have been even larger.

Unfortunately for those who would like to view car purchases scientifically,
the final choice of the car purchased may be based on secondary attributes,
frequently sty.ling, some times something as simple as a coffee cup holder.

Improvements in family sedans - Most of the progress in reducing the energy
consumptions of cars since the 1970’s has been due to two factors.

First,

Second,
Reduction in weight and acceleration performance.
Improved fuel control systems.

The improvements possible with these factors are approaching the practical
limits. Prior to the first energy shock of the mid 1970’s the energy

consumption of the average personal car (corrected for changes in weight,

performance and regulations) decreased between one and two percent per
year. If this trend continues the fuel consumption of cars (in the absence of
additional regulation) should decrease about as shown fia figure 3.
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Figure 3: Trends in Automobile Fuel Consumption
(corrected for size and performance)

1% per year 2% per year
Year Gallons per Miles per Gallons per Miles per

mile gallon mile gallon
1993 0.036 27.7 0.036 27.7
2000 0.034 29.5 0.032 31.2
2005 0.032 31.0 0.029 34.5
2010 0o031 35.5 0.026 38.0
2020 0.028 36.0 0.022 46.5

Note: Average CAFE rating of Domestic US Cars in 1993 was 27.7 mpg

Additional improvements to fuel consumption of typical "family sedans" can
be accomplished by:

1
2
3
4

5
6

Reducing weight
Reducing acceleration performance
Reducing tire or rolling resistance
Reducing aerodynamic drag
Reducing accessory power requirements
Reducing losses in the propulsion systems

We are approaching the point of diminishing return on each of these except
new kinds of propulsion systems such as fueI-cells.

The potential gains by reducing weight and acceleration are illustrated by
figu~re 4. The data are based on the assumption that a "family sedan" based on
existSng technology which weighs 3,000 lbs (loaded) will provide 27.5 mpg (on
EPA schedules) and can be accelerated from zero to 60 mpg in 8 seconds~

Cu~:ting the weight in half (to 1500 lbs) will improve the fuel economy 
about 47 mpg with the same propulsion technology. Using a less powerful
eng~xLe (65 vs 100 hp) will improve the fuel economy to over 50 mpg and
increase the acceleration time to 14 seconds.
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Figure 4: Reducing Energy Consumption of "Family Sedans"

Weight Engine Energy Acceleration
(Pounds) (Horse Power) (Mpg) (Zero To 60 Mph)

3000 100 27.5 8 seconds

3000 68 30-32 14 seconds

1500 50-55 45-47 8 seconds
1500 35-37 50-52 14 seconds

The problem is how to build an economically competitive, safe car that only
weighs 1500 lbs when you consider that, in addition to 40 to 70 lbs of gasoline,
10 to 40% of the weight (one to four 150 lb passengers) can be useful load. The
car must weigh 850 lbs to 1000 lbs empty.

Composite plastic structures have been suggested as a way to make significant
reductions in weight. Plastics have many advantages including increased
stiffness and the ability to reduce assembly labor by combining parts.
However it is not clear that composites will be economically superior to metal
structures. Their problems include: cost of materials, low cycle time (high

tooling or labor costs) damage assessment and repairability. After some
apparently wdnor accidents, it might be necessary to replace the under bodies
on cars that have a composite under body (flame etc). In effect throwing the
car away because there may be damage that can not be seen on the surface.
The people developing metal structures are taking plastics challenge seriously

and making major improvements. Of.course, further improvements could
be provided by reducing the rolling resistance or aerodynamic drag - but the
majority of what can be accomplished in these areas already has.

Tire design is a compromise between cornering capability, wet road
performance, ride quality, life and energy consumption. Reducing rolling
resistance has usually compromised steering, braking and control on wet

roads. Some studies indicate that a 10% reduction in rolling resistance is
feasible (Reference 3). If true, this would have the advantage of being
applicable to essentially all existing cars as tires wear out.
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Major reductions have been made in reducing aerodynamic drag. Cars
designed in the 1960’s and 1970’s typically had drag coefficients (Cd) ranging
from 0.4 to 0.5. The results of wind tunnel tests of a family of body shapes
indicate that the minimum possible is in the order of 0.15 Cd - but these
shapes may not be practical for most vehicles. Drag coefficients are now down
to about 0.25 to 0.30 Cd with acceptable appearance. Drag is not the only
knportant aerodynamic parameter - lift and yaw forces can also be critical.
The drag of many cars increases significantly in cross winds (up to 20 percent
in a 10 mph side wind at 60 mph). Very light cars may require active

aerodynamic controls to maintain adequate stability in cross winds, gusts or
in mixed traffic with large trucks.

There is room for innovation in reducing the energy consumption of

accessories. According to a study by R.W. Bartholomew of the National

Instit~,,te of Standards and Technology, air conditioning can req-ire from 2 to
8 hor~mpower. Alternators can require from 0.75 to 2 hp, electrical devices

(headlights, windshield wipers etc) from 0.4 to I hp, power steering from 0.33

to 2 hp and cooling fans from 0.1 to 4 hp. In total accessories could require

from 3.5 to 17 hp depending on the conditions and the technology embodied
in the numerous devices on the car. Power requirements for all_mate control

will ~crease with the phase out of the fluorocarbons because of their

suspected role in damaging the ozone layer.

Alternative Automobiles
Automobile companies divide the car market into a large number of
segments based on vehicle size (compact, standard, luxury), appearance

(luxtuT, family, sport), functions (four door, two seat, vans, convertibles) etc.
The marketers place their products and those of their primary competitors in
the defined boxes. Automobile companies usually base their market
strategies on the evolution of their existing product lines. That way they
build on prior experience in manufacturing and create customer loyalty.

Wortdng backward from how cars are actually used can lead to a different

product mixes. This approach has lead to identifying new markets which can
be satisfied by new categories of vehicles. Even ff these market appear well
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defined they may be too small for the major companies to build cars at prices

which will be attractive to the customers. It has been difficult to sell

management on concepts which meet niche markets, but this may be

changing. New assembly techniques may make it practical to build small

fleets to confirm if a market exists and to serve it competitively as the

demand increases.

The number of cars available to the average household is increasing. In 1990

over 90% of the households in the United states had access to a car, 38% bad

two cars and nearly twenty percent had three. The historical trends are

shown in figure 5. Prior to the 1960’s, people purchased a car for the

maximum use that they expected. Many station wagons were purchased for a

planned two week vacation for the family. Where three or more cars are

available, the first car is used for 40 to 50 % of the travel, the second 25 to 30

%, and the third 15 to 20 %.

The estimates for 2000 and 2010 are extensions of prior trends modified for

the increased car ownership. If disposable incomes continue to increase, the

U.S. DOE’s projections, based on US DOE forecasts, imply that the number of

cars per person will increase by about 20% by 2010. The number of two car

households could increase to 60 to 70% of the total and three cars would be

available to 50 to 60% of the households. Many households will have more

than one car per licensed driver.

Figure 5: Car Ownership (Millions of Households)

Year None One Two Three + Total

1969 13 (21%) 29 (48%) 16 (26°/.o) 3 (5%) 62

1977 11 (15%) 26 (35%) 25 (34%) 12 (16%) 75

1983 11 (13%) 29 (34%) 29 (34%) 16 (19%) 85

1990 8 (9%) 31 (33%o) 35 (38%) 19 (20%) 93

2000 low 7 (7%) 33 (33%) 37 (38%) 21 (22%) 105 est

2000 high 7 (7%) 35 (33%) 40 (37%) 25 (23%) 107 est

2010 low 8 (7%) 39 (33%) 42 (36%) 27 (24%) 116 est

2010 high 6 (5%) 40 (33%) 44 (37%) 30 (25%) I20 est
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Households with multiple car fleets have cars for different purposes. The
"household fleets" may include a truck, a van, a off road or four wheel drive,
and a family sedan. I see future cars falling into three basic categories:

First
Second
Third

Image cars
Utility Cars
Special purpose cars (Alternative Automobiles)

An image car can be a Jaguar, Corvette, or Geo Metro depending on the image

one ’wants to project. The utility car can be a used car, van, light truck etc.
The special purpose cars can include cars for commuting, for going to the
store or parking at the transit stop.

The marketing problem of alternative automobiles should can be approached
iv. two ways:

First
Second

Determine who will be the first to use them and
Determine, if accepted, how large could the market be.

The:re have been many attempts to categorize purchasers. One example is SKI
International’s Values and Life Styles Program. SKI characterized about a
dozen categories. For simplicity I have grouped them into five:

Percent of U.S. Population - 1986
1. Belongers 39%
2. Achievers and Emulators 29%

3. Societally Conscious 12%
4. Survivors and Sustainers 11%
5. I-Am and Experientals 9%
Note: Assumes 2.5%/year GNP Growth

The Belongers category includes those who have been described as
"Chevrolets and Apple pie" people..Most are conservative in their outlook°
The size of this category will change least with economic growth - but the
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individual households will differ° Some Sustainers will move in to it at high
growth. Some Emulators will move down at low rates of growth.

The Achievers and Emulators are those who have made it (financially), 
want people to think that they have. The share of people in this category
might increase to 30 to 35% at higher rates of economic growth. In a
pessimistic scenario the share might drop to 20 to 25%. They tend to be
conservative in fiscal matters, but may support societally beneficial
initiatives.

The Societally Conscious group includes the people who take the
environment seriously. Some have suggested that they would pay up to 20%
more for environmentally benign products. They provide the leadership for
environmental and other societal activities. But electric car sponsors have
found that they are conservative in their buying practices and tend to wait
until some one else proves that the new products work, and are
environmentally beneficial.

The I-AM and Experientals include those who are interested in self

expression~ They include the early adapters who will be the first to try new
things, like battery powered cars. While the things which interest this group

tend to be personal, they support societally beneficial changes, particularly if
they satisfy their self images. The number of people in this category will
increase significantly at higher rates of economic growth. It could be near zero
at low rates.

The Survivor and Sustainer categories include those who are barely making

it in society. Very few can purchase cars or homes. A logical assumption is
that by 2030 this category would have decreased to Iess than 10 % of the

population.

Since the information summarized in this figure was developed nearly ten
years ago recent studies should be reviewed for more timely information.
SIKI has recently revised the names and definitions of the categories.
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.C.a~uter Cars
More than 80 percent of the commuting trips are made by one person alone
in his or her car. Studies for the California Department of Transportation
(Caltrans) impled that 20-30% of the commuting trips could be made in 
single passenger car. Single passenger (or two in tandem) cars are being
studied by industry and transportation authorities. The CaIfforrda Dept of
transportation calls them narrow lane cars - GM calls them Lean Machines.
They only require about half the lane width of a conventional car (Reference
4). Two can be driven side by side On most roads. Three to four can be parked
in the same space as a conventional car.

Figure 6: Half Width Commuter Car

The embodiment shown in figure 6 is what I would call the one and a half
seat model. It has a place in the back for a child or adult in an emergency°
The production version can be approximately 40 inches wide and 10 to 12 feet
Iongo The estimated weight for a production version is 550 Ibs with one

passenger. Its drag coefficient should be below 0.20.

Lean machines can provide sports car like performance and still get up to 150

mpg with conventional gasoline engines (100-120 mpg with air-conditioning).
The GM version cambers, or leans, like a bicycle or airplane in a turn. Drivers
are more likely to use its full cornering capability to avoid accidents because

they will not slide across the seat during turr~s. They are fun to drive.
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One of the major advantages of narrow lane cars is the ability to increase road
capacity with minimal investment. When, or if, added capacity is needed
Caltrans would add narrow lanes that only half width cars (and motorcycles)

could use (Reference 5). Since these "lanes" would not have to be reinforced
for trucks they could cost much less, and be easier to maintain than
conventional roads. The Michigan Department of Transportation estimates
that paving an existing graveI road could cost $170,000 per mile. Expanding
an existing road from two lanes to five lanes typically would cost $3-3.5
miUion per mile. A six lane boulevard would cost twice as much. A new toll
road in Northern Vh:gima is expected to cost about $10 million per mile. The
proposed Santa Anna Viaduct Express toll road (two lanes each direction)
would cost $18.5 billion for 1Io7 miles (Reference 6).

The half width car concept has been on the shelf since the late 1970’s because
of concerns over product liability. Even if it is safer and has fewer accidents
and injuries per mile it may have some which are different and unique to it.
One successful suit against the manufacturer could wipe out all of the
expected profits for decades. There have been some discussions with the
California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) about the need to provide
protection from liability suits during the demonstrations and introduction of
this and other societally beneficial transportation concepts.

When people are exposed to the concept they are particularly interested in the
fact that three to four can be parked in the same space as a single conventional
car as illustrated in figure 7.

Figure 7: Parking Requirements for Conventional and Narrow Lane Cars
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~hborhood Cars
Even in large metropolitan areas about half of all urban trips take less than 10
minutes. Figure 8 summarizes the average travel times by trip purposes. The
share of personal business and shopping trips is expected to increase while
work trips decrease in the next few decades. The number of trips less than 10
minutes should increase to 51 to 55 percent by 2005.

Figure 8: Percent of Total Urban Trips by Average Times and Purpose
(1970)

Trip Purpose 0-5 Min

Personal Business
Shopping
Work Related
Total

Trip Duration
5-10 Min 10-15 Min

9.5 % 11.0 % 4.0 %
13.5 % 6.5 % 2.5 %
3.0 % 6.5 % 9.0 %
26.0% 24.0 % 15.5 %

Source: SRI New Systems Study - 1967

over 15
rain
1.5 %
1.0 %

32.0 %
34.5 %

This potential requirement offers the opportunity for a new class of car
designed for short trips (primarily shopping). These cars probably should
accoramodate two passengers, have most automobile amenities, but may be
restricted in top speed and not allowed on freeways. Full automobile safety

standards should be possible. Studies of this market by the University of
California at Davis have shown that for half the households the minimum

acceF, table range for a neighborhood electric vehicle (NEV) would be 50 miles
(Reference 7). Seventy five miles would be the minimum acceptable for three
quarters of the households. However few people would purchase a car that
was just capable of their miniraum distance. Less than ten percent would be
comfi3rtable with a car that only went 50 miles. Half the households would
want a range of 90 miles in any car they would purchase.

Neighborhood cars are a logical application for battery electric propulsion
systems. The range requirements (two ten minute trips between recharging)
can be easily met with conventional lead acid batteries. New kinds of
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batteries would not be required unless they reduce life cycle costs or improve

rehabiUty. Charging at home will avoid the nuisance of going to a gas station.

The neighborhood cars should be designed for a high level of rehability - that
is confidence of completing a trip. System redundancy including the use of
non-pneumatic tires should essentially eliminate maintenance concerns.
The advantages of these small cars include the opportunity to use simple
construction such as LLlustrated in figure 9.

Figure 9: Exploded View of Simple Neighborhood Car

Many of the longer trips including commuting by transit can be divided into

segments where a short range car would be useful. Plans are being developed
that should lead to the demonstration of a version of the neighborhood car

designed specifically for access to transit.

Neighborhood cars should be attractive to the aging population. By
equipping them with proximity warning devices it may be possible for people
who would not otherwise be entitled to drive a conventionaI car to use them.
Those eligible could include those to young to have a "conventional" license
(a boon for the mothers who provide taxi service) the handicapped, and even
those who may have lost their conventional license by "driving under the
influence".
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The use of battery powered neighborhood cars could make it possible to
reduce the fuel consumption in an urbanized region by 7% to 10%. The
emission benefits should be even greater because it is difficult to control the
emissions generated by piston engines while they are warming up.
Unfortunately the magnitude of the benefits of reducing en~dssions during
warmups have yet to be assessed accurately°

Eamilv of Cars
The benefits of a family of cars designed for d~fferent kinds of trips will
increase as the number of cars per household increases. When the family of
cars concept was first discussed with regulators, the idea was greeted with
skepticism. The concept ran counter to the goal to get people out of cars - or
to get: back to one car per household. The idea that using cars designed for
spec[fic trips could reduce emissions and energy consumption took a change

in thinking - which seems to have happened.

The potentiaI benefits include: reductions in infrastructure costs, reduced

congestion, and lower personal transportation costs. These cars will enable
people to maintain the same (or improved) quality of life and mobility while
meeting energy and environmental requirements.

These designs are compatible with new small volume production concepts.
They could be assembled in small widely distributed facilities, close to the
major markets. Half width cars could be demonstrated in three years and be
in production in five years after a full commitment is made. Neighborhood

cars ,even sooner. The development costs are in the tens of millions.

In combination, the family of alternative cars (commuter, neighborhood)
couki reduce energy consumption in large cities by 12% to 24% (4% to 8% of
total transportation energy consumption) and provide an even greater
reduction in emissions. No new technical breakthrough are required. But
their use may require some changes in traffic regulations.
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Automobile Leasing
Automobile leasing is becoming an attractive option for many people. Some
automobile industry authorities believe that within the next decade the
majority of new car "acquisitions" will be leased.

Leasing opens some other opportunities. For example, Purdue University
experimented with a shared car leasing concept in the early 1980’s (Reference

8). Their concept was for a "customer" to lease the smallest car which would
meet their daily needs and have, as a part of the contract, access - on demand -
to other cars, trucks, and vans. This could be described as the "virtual" family
of cars concept.

The advantages of this concept include lower overall cost of personal
transportation, increased confidence of having a working car always available
(a replacement should be available quickly). The convenience of having 
van for large parties, a truck for moving material or a Cadillac for impressing
clients or future mother in laws. This service should be a natural growth
market for car rentaI companies which usually have excess cars available on

weekends, the time that most customers would want a different vehicle.

Purdue obtained a number of the smallest cars (Japanese Kai cars) which were
then available and had people use them for several years° For safety reasons
the "customers" were not allowed to go over 55 mph. They found that timely
access to the fleet vehicles was important. The concept was expected to be

most attractive in apartment or condominium areas or where the cars could
be reached by a short walk (perhaps at the neighborhood convenience store or
gasoline station).

An interesting observation is that in Japan, this category of ultra light car had
more accidents (fender benders), and fewer fatalities, than larger cars. The

reason may have been the self selection that occurred. The purchasers were
disproportionately older single women who never had driven before.

Bicycles
Bicycles can serve some of the same travel purposes as neighborhood cars.
Many people advocate increased use of bicycles for commuting and personal
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transportation. They are emission free and the "healthy" thing to do
(Reference 9). The U.S DOT estimates that the increased use of bicycles could
save between 16 and 24 million barrels of oil per year (approximately one days
consumption) if the number of bicycle commuters were to increase from the
present estimated half million to three and a half million.

Bicycles have been used by generations of school children. They are still used
(in decreasing numbers) in China and other developing nations. They are
not the solution for everyone (on snowy and rainy days - perhaps for no one).
Many people (particularly those over 50) do not have the physical stamina 
ride far.

But the most serious problem is their safety record. It would be interesting to
determine the relative risks of commuting by bicycles and automobiles.
Unfortunately we do not have good information on how far people travel by
bicycle, but we can compare the risks on a per vehicle basis. In 1988 there
were about 1,000 bicycle fatalities in the U.S. (Reference 10). On a fatalities per
vehicle basis this comes to about one death per 1,100 bicycles. One third of the
killed were under 15, one third were between 15 and 24 and the balance over
25 years of age. I sometimes wonder why more bike riders are not seriously
injured as they tend to ignore traffic signals and lanes.

There were 45,000 automobile related fatalities in 1988 (some were car-bicycle
accidents). This is one fatality for every 4,000 cars. On this basis bicycles are
three to four times as dangerous as cars - on a per vehicle basis. They
undoubtedly are many times more dangerous on a per mile basis. This can be
alleviated, but not solved, by bike lanes and better enforcement of traffic rules.

Congestion
One of the problems that is frequently raised by people concerned over the
environment and energy consumption is the increase in traffic congestion,

which leads to "unnecessary" delays, wastes energy, frustrates drivers and
requires increasing infrastructure investments. The state and local highway
departments face serious problems in providing adequate road capacity° In
many regions the funding available is insufficient to provide proper road
maintenance, much less increase the capacity to meet changing need.
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The problem of traffic congestion is easily misinterpreted. The most widely

accepted definition of congestion is:

The difference in travel time during free flow conditions (I am) and the travel
time during congestion (5 pro).

The societal definition might be:

The time spent by travelers whose trip thne exceed hheir accepted time
budgets (20-25 minutes for most commuters).

Congestion appears to be self limiting. When trip times exceed their time

budgets most people relocate or take new jobs. If the car is stopped much of

the time, but the total trip takes less than 20 minutes, congestion will be a

nuisance but will not be so objectionable as to cause people to relocate. If it

takes much longer than that many people will make a change. The change is

usually to a job or place to live that is less desirable. The major exception is

probably people in twO professional upwardly mobile households. This cost

of congestion is seldom considered in planning for new facilities°

Professor Gordon of the University of Southern California has found that the

commuting time for the average person is decreasing in almost all major U.S.

Cities (Reference 11). Some authorities think that the people questioned 

these surveys underestimate the time they spend traveling. But even if the

times are debatable ~the direction of change should not be.

Figure I0: Some Changes In Average Work Trip Times

All modes Auto Transit % trips by
(minutes) (minutes) (minutes) transit

City 1980 - 1985 1980 - 1985 1980 - 1985 1980 - 1990
Chicago 28.2 - 26.4 24,5 - 23.0 45.0 - 44.0 18.0 - 17.1
Dallas 22.8 - 23.2 22.6 - 22°7 38ol - 40.7 3.4 - 3.2
Detroit 23.3 - 19.9 23.1 - 19.9 40.9 - 44.5 3.7 - 2.4
Los Angeles 24.3 - 22.8 23.7 - 221 40.5 - 39.0 7.0 - 6.5
Phoenix 35.6 - 34.0 28.1 - 26.3 47.6 - 46.2 2.0 - 2.1
San Diego 19.6 - 19.6 20.3 - 19.5 38.9 - 39.5 3.3 - 3.3
San Francisco 25.3 - 24.4 23.1 - 21.3 39.4 - 33.2 16.6 - 19.5
Washington DC 28.5 - 26°2 26.9 - 25.0 41.7 - 38.4 15.5 - 14.7

Sources: UoS. Bureau of Census, Urban Transportation Monitor
1985 American Housing Survey
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Another view of congestion is that it is evidence that a region is being
overused -a disease which is countered, not by providing more capacity, but
by providing alternative origins and destinations in more attractive
surroundings.

Thence is a general impression that congestion is a new phenomena. But it
has been with us a long time as photographs of major U.S. cities about the
turn of the century show. Even the Romans had to ban certain kinds of traffic
ducing peak periods. Traffic may be expected to increase to the point that
some congestion occurs no matter how much capadty is provided. On the
other hand the delays caused by congestion are unlikely to increase to the
extent predicted by some highway officials.

Conclusion
In summary, there are several advanced transportation concepts that can
have a significant impact on the energy consumption and generation of
en~issions from transportation without requiring the development of new
propulsion and energy systems. I am confident that there are other concepts
with equivalent benefits to those that I have discussed. In this paper I have
attempted to illustrate the potential benefits of these concepts. Since we do
not have definitive studies of the extent of the market penetration or use I
have assumed several levels of use. This should be considered illustrative
and will undoubtedly change in detail when more comprehensive studies
cart be made.

Figure 11 summarizes the benefits of half width commuter cars in terms of

energy savings and emissions for different levels of market penetration. The
figure is based on the assumptions that single passenger work trips represent
25.-30% of urban travel and that the total single passenger trips includi_ng non
work purposes represent 45-60% of urban travel. Since we will need real
world experience to estimate the actual use of half width cars, I have shown
the relative benefits of three levels of use. The emission savings should be

larger than the energy savings but as noted earlier cannot be predicted with
confidence because of the lack of suitable analysis programs.
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Figure 11: Potential Energy Savings of Commuter (Half Width) Cars

Note:

Percent of Total Transportation Energy
% of I passenger trips Energy Savings Emission Reductions

10% 1-1.5% >1.5%
20% 2-3% >3%
40% 3-5% >4%

Preliminary Estimate

Figures 12 summarizes the benefits of neighborhood cars in terms of energy
savings and emissions for different levels of market penetration. The figure
is based on the assumption that shopping trips under ten minutes represent
11 to 15 percent of urban travel and that the total trips under ten minutes
represent half of urban travel. As above, the emission savings should be
larger than energy savings but cannot be predicted with confidence because of
the lack of suitable analysis programs. Additional analysis will be required to
better define these estimates, and to determine how they differ in different
urban regions.

Figure 12: Potential Energy Savings of Neighborhood Cars

Note:

Percent of Total Transportation Energy
% of trips <10 rain. Energy Savings Emission Reductions

10% 1.5-2% >2%
20% 3-4% >4%

40% 5-7% >7%

Preliminary Estimate

I hope that the potential benefits (economic, and societal) of these new
transportation concepts and technologies will be sufficient value to encourage
people and companies to pursue their development and commercialization.
The implementation of these concepts will require effective cooperation
between the public and private sectors. The use of some unconventional

transportation concepts and services may require changes in the "culture."
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While changes are difficult they are occurring. Smoking is decreasing,

Computer use for recreation is a new and increasing phenomena.
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Marketing NEVs to Households

Kenneth S Kurani
Research Associate

Institute of Transportation Studies
University of California, Davis

Introduction
"Neighborhood electric vehicles" (NEVs) include a wide variety of vehicle
types, ranging from electric-assist cycles to small, "freeway capable" vehicles.
What they all have in common is their purpose: to replace the most
polluting, least efficient trips made by full-size, internal combustion engine
vel~tcles (ICEVs). These trips are characterized by short distances, low average
speeds and frequent speed changes and stops. Further, these trips may often
be linked together as drivers access several local activities - increasing ICEV
emissions through multiple warm soak cycles.

The, wide variety of NEVs are suited to different applications, and thus
different market segments. The demonstration projects and marketing

studies conducted to date by the Institute of Transportation Studies at UC
Davis have focused on the household vehicle market. Further, while we
have developed infrastructure and policy studies which include new
residential, developments, we have focused our market assessments and

demonstration projects primarily on how NEVs might fit into the existing
urban structure of California.

One or more of this series of studies have included the entire spectrum of
NFV types with the exception of electric-assist cycles. But this discussion
focuses on the middle ground of vehicle types - 1 and 2 seat vehicles with top
speeds in the range of 30 to 40 mph and ranges of 20 to 30 miles. These
vehicle types have been represented by the City-Corn City-E1 and the Kewet
El-Jet.
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NEV Market Research Efforts at ITS-Davls
In our market research we have both examined existing communities where
NEV-like vehicles are in use and used a variety of techniques to create
information contexts in which people unfamiliar with NEVs can
competently imagine how such a vehicle might fit into their household’s
stock of vehicles. The elements of ITS-Davis NEV market research include:

¯ case studies of the "golf cart communities" Sun City, Arizona and
Palm Desert, California;

® one-day ride-and-drive clinics in which people review a wide
variety of electric vehicles, including NEVs;

¯ vehicle trials in which households are given use of a NEV for a
one-week period; and

O a multi-part survey of household vehicle purchase intentions based
on existing household vehicle holdings, purchase intentions, travel
diaries and maps of activity locations.

Unifying Theoretical Concepts
The variety of vehicle types, the differences between household and fleet
applications, and the differences between placing NEVs in existing urban
deveIopment versus transportation infrastructures specificaUy designed for
NEVs, represent a potentially confusing array of research possibilities. We

use the concept of a household "activity space" to provide a unifying thread
throughout our NEV research.

A household’s activity space is defined by:
the household members’ activities;

® the time schedule of those activities;
® the geographic location of those activities;

¯ the modes and routes used to access those activities; and
¯ hrd<ages between activities.

Linkages include both linkages between one person’s series of activities - e.g.

whether the male household head makes a trip to his dentist on the way
home from work -- and linkages between household members -- e.g. whether
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that same person makes a stop at daycare on his way home from the dentist to
pick up a child.

The constraints on a household’s activity space are:
* the household structure of relations and responsibilities;

* vehicle ownership and availability of other transport modes;
* a time schedule;
* an income budget; and in the case of electric vehicles, and NEVs in

particular,
* a distance budget.

This last constraint is new to households. ICEVs, and their ubiquitous
network of fuel stations, provide very long daily range - the distance one can
travel in a day is limited by time constraints (and speed Ii _mits), not the total
amo~mt of energy which can be stored on the vehicle or the rate at which that
ener~ can be replenished. But battery EVs, and NEVs in particular, will have
short ranges and may require a few hours to recharge from a household 110
volt outlet. Providing the information context for households to
competently imagine how they would incorporate a vehicle of limited range
into its stock of vehicles is the core of the designs for all of our studies. (In the
case of golf cart case studies, we examine households which have already
incorporated limited range (and low speed) vehicles into their households.)

From previous work, we identified two elements within the overall activity
space which determine a household’s demand for driving range:

* The Routine Activity. Space is defined by that set of activities which
the household accesses on a daily and weekly basis (including all the
other associated dimensions - location, mode and route to access,
etc.);

* A Critical Destination is a destination which a household member
feels they must be able to reach in the limited range vehicle, even if
the "unlimited range" gasoline vehicle is not available’.

As an additional premise for the NEV research we include:

* Households have, or can create,, sub-spaces of their activity space
which are defined by the choice of travel mode.
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Given these, our initial research question is:

¯ "Can a household create a useful NEV activity space so that a NEW
is included in the household’s choice set for its next vehicle
purchase decision?"

Household NEV Trials
Results from the household NEV trials illustrate both the use of the activity

space concept and how households learn about how range, speed and size
limits shape their opinions and possible NEV purchase retentions.

Households were selected to participate in the trials based on employment by
the University of California (which affects the nature of work trip travel, but
was necessary for liability reasons) and household location criteria. Because
the UC Davis Medical Center is located in Sacramento, we were able to place
vehicles in homes In Davis and Sacramento. In this way, we explored
differences in household response based on spatial scale, traffic levels and

speeds and the prior existence of mode-defined actMty sub-spaces withLu the
households’ activity spaces.

Each household was given either a City-Corn City-El or a Kewet El-Jet to use
for a one week period. Each driver in the household maintained an activity
diary for the week and the household participated in an interview afterward.
Drivers recorded their complete activity space for the trial week: trip purpose
(activity); modes (including alternatives to the NEV if it was used); trip ~irnes;
routes; trip sequence links and activity links with other household members.
Respondents recorded their routes on maps for each trip,

A composite route map of all the the household’s trial week travel was

prepared for use in the interviews. The interview moves through 3 phases:

Orientation to explain the map to the household, to explore typical
travel not made during the chary week and unusual trips which
were made, and to review household use of non-automotive
modes;

® Discussion of NEV use to explore how range, recharging, speed, size
and safety perceptions affected actual and potential NEV use; and
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¯ NEV purchase potential.

Selected Results from Household Trials

~¢Iode Defined Activity Sub-Spaces
Residents in Davis were more likely than those in Sacramento to already
have mode-defined activity sub-spaces. For many Davis households, bicycles
provide access to work (the University campus), grocery shopping and other
shopping, especially in the university/downtown area. Other errands run
during the day will be made on foot or bike, if bike is the mode to work. In
conb:ast, residents in a variety of different neighborhoods in Sacramento
rarely left home by any other mode than automobile. Transit ridership is low
in aLt households in both cities. While the university campus is
conveniently served by bus, residents in both Davis and Sacramento asserted
that bus and raft transit schedules did not provide the flexibility required to
maintain convenient links to other activities and household members.

The specific existence of a ’bicycle activity space" does indicate that
households will create such sub-spaces distinguished by travel modes, but
does not itself appear to be positively associated with desire to buy a NEV.
The NEV must sufficiently distinguish itself from a bicycle to trigger a
purcl~ase intention. In several households this means the vehicle must be
sufficiently larger and faster than a bicycle, while remaining sufficiently less
expel~ive than an automobile. For many of the Davis households, a vehicle
must have the requisite performance to reach nearby towns before it would be
seriously considered for purchase as a replacement for an existing household
vehicle. This performance level is well beyond that of the NEVs that
households drOve in these trials.

Infrastructure Limits on NEV-Activitv Space
In Sacramento in particular, we see the effects of existing urban infrastructure
on households’ ability to create a useful NEV-activity space. Some
households were located in residential enclaves surrounded by high-speed
arterials. The high-speed streets served as barriers to access to all but a limited

number of activities. Even the larger, higher speed El-Jet (as compared to the
City-E1) was not a comfortable vehicle for many households to use.
Unfortunately, this land use and transportation infrastructure pattern is
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typical of the majority of the suburban communities north and east of
downtown and midtown Sacramento. Indeed, this land use pattern is typical
of suburbs throughout California and the nation.

However, ubiquitous land use and infrastructure patterns are not required for
infrastructure barriers to exist to NEV use. In some instances, a single
obstacle may represent a sufficient barrier to the household imagining a
useful NEV-space. We see examples of this in Davis and Sacramento: to
access the urdversity campus and downtown Davis, residents of west Davis
must cross State Highway 113; to access the Medical Center and downtown
Sacramento, residents of north Sacramento must cross the American River.
In both cases, only a Iimited number of options are available to make the
crossing. The City-E1 was judged to be a poor replacement for a bicycle in one
west Davis household because the choice of routes across Highway 113
dictated that the City-E1 be driven on a busy street with several traffic signals,
whereas a bicycle allowed access to the same activity locations via quiet,
residential streets and a pedestrian/bicycle only overcrossing of the highway.
Similarly, a household in north Sacramento which drove the Kewet El-Jet
explored three different available crossings of the American River - none of
which was entirely satisfactory.

Activity Svace and NEV Market Potential
Most households in Davis and some in Sacramento illustrate the activity
space dhr, ensions which are most conducive to NEV use, and thus NEV

purchase. These are:

® high density of household activities located within a compact
geographic area;

¯ activities accessible by many low, or appropriate, speed streets; and

° flexibility in assignment of vehicles through high vehicle
ownership or a compatible structure of finks between household
members’ activities.
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Households which rejected the notion of buying a NEV fall into one of three
groups:

those for whom some attribute ruled out NEVs entirely (usually
vehicle occupancy/cargo capacity or safety perceptions of small
vehicles);

¯ households which lacked crucial, suitable roadway finks to
important activities; or

households in which the NEV-activity space is not dearly
differentiated from the sub-space of some superior (cleaner, cheaper,
safer, bigger) mode.

Conclusions
Acc~.~pting that a household must first be able to define a useful NEV-activity
space before competently imagining a NEV purchase decision, our work to
date leads us to conclusions about desirable characteristics of NEVs and to
possible markets for them.

NEV kets~ T ..
The distinction between freeway capable and non-freeway capable vehicles is
an important one to many households. Even to those which learn that a
Iarg~ amount of their daily travel can be accomplished in a non-freeway
capable vehicle, the non-freeway limit is an important perceived purchase
barrier. Thus NEVs are a distinct class of vehicles. Within this distinction
though are finer ones still. Two types of NEVs can be distinguished from
ca&: other based upon our work to date: vehicles suitable for immediate use
in many urbanized areas and vehicles suitable for use in communities,
industrial parks or other facilities designed specifically for, or otherwise
amenable to, low speed vehicles. We summarize possible characteristics of
the two types below:

Type 1:
O

O

O

O

For use in existing communities.
45 mph top speed
"Brisk" acceleration - 0-40mph in not more than 8 seconds
Available in 2 to 4 seat configurations.
Meets slightly Modified FMVSS.
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Type 2:
®

®

@

@

For use in purpose built environments.
25 mph top speed.
0-25 in approximately 5 seconds.
Available in 2 to 4 seat configurations.
Meets higl-dy modified FMVSS or exempt.

(Note that the Type 1 NEV is not intended to preclude the use of electric-assist
bicycles in existing urban areas.)

NEV Driving Range~
We have not specified a lower bound on desirable range for either type of
NEV. Few households in the NEV trials experienced any problems with the
20 to 30 mile range capabilities of the vehicles in the trials. Continued
experience with the vehicles might lead some households to explore further
afield and thus to desire more range. The range requirements for NEVs are
likely to be a function of where they Be on the spectrum from electric-assist
cycles to short-hop freeway vehicles. The lower the vehicle’s top speed
capability, the more likely it is that time, not distance, will be the important
constraint on a NEV-activity space. People traveling slower witl not choose
to travel as far because the time it takes to get to an activity location becomes
prohibitively long, regardless of how suitable the streets and traffic level.

Compact Activity. Space Accessible by Surface Streets
To market vehicles which are not capable of long-distance, high-speed travel,
we need to shift our perspective. We need to shift from our stereotypical
vision of Los Angeles, and begin to look at Pasadena, Altadena, Burbank,

Northridge, E1 Monte, E1 Segundo and the other towns and cities which make
up the urban area; to look for those people who live their lives within
compact activity spaces accessible by surface streets. We need not to think of
selling cars in the metropoIitan region stretching from the Sacramento River

to the Sierra foothills, but of selling transportation options in Davis, trfid-
town Sacramento, Roseville and Fair Oaks. From this perspective, NEVs can
provide a superior transportation option to multi-car households, allowing
them to maintain a kdgh level of accessibility at a Iower cost. NEVs may also

represent a superior transportation option to used ICEVs. Many used cars are

driven primarily for local travel. If NEVs are inexpensive to buy, cheap to
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operate and reliable, they may represent a superior transportation option to
used ICEVs.

New Vehicle Ownership Arrangement~
In adapting a NrEV to their use, many households speculate on the possibility
of new ownership arrangements and how these might affect their willingness
to include a NEV in their household fleet. Discussions followed two lines:
NEV ownership arrangements in which the household would not have to
absorb the risk of this new vehicle type, and ICEV ownership arrangements
which would allow the household to own only NEVs but have access to a
long-range, high-speed vehicle. Examples of the first type would be NEVs
operated as station cars and employer-provided vehicles; the later would
include cooperatives which rented large ICEVs to their members and
expanded commercial rental ICEV availability.
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City-E1 Demonstration Project

William R. Waft
Owner

Pacific Electric Vehicles

Abstract:
PadfiLc Electric Vehicles is working with SMUD to study the market potential and technical
merit of Neighborhood Electric Vehicles (NEW’s). The study involves the leasing of 48 City-el
electric vehicles which were manufactured in Denmark and acquired for the program.
Utilh~g the information gaLned from the market and technical study, a NEW prototype is
being; developed for the US market.

This presentation will overview the scope of our project including what we have learned so far
about: the marketplace and the technology. A summary of the product specifications for our
prototype EV is presented, and the pollution reduction benefits of NEWs relative to other
electric vehicles is discussed.

Program Overview
SM~rD has a large EV fleet consisting of 38 vehicles. This fleet is composed of
14 City-els, 2 Trans2s, 2 Horlacher prototypes, 11 conversion pick-ups, 4

passenger car conversions, 3 Conceptor G-Vans, and 2 Electric busses. The
SMErD EV program includes study of a flywheeI battery system, freeway

capable low mass vehicles, station cars, and neighborhood EVs. Additionally,
Padfic Electric has 48 CiVy-el’s.

Our part of the program is to manage the NEV project and to acquire
technical and marketing data through leasing the City-els. We are testing
components, studying light weight glazing, and constructing a NEV
prototype. So far we have leased 34 of the 48 vehicles at $120 per month.
Tes~; of advanced batteries and US made components are ongoing. To date
we kave realized about 12,000 City-el miles, and have used about 8 M-W

hours of electricity measured at the plug. All lease customers receive
mandatory training in safe City-el use, which provides an operator’s
orientation to the vehicle systems and a strong warning regarding the
corn~.~ring limitations of the vehicle.
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Based on our studies to date, we define a NEV as a vehicle that meets
consumer needs for short trips or errands that do not require freeway travel.
An NEV has a 35 mile range at 35 mph, a top speed of 44 mph, low cost and

low energy use. NEVs utilize existing infrastructure because of low power
requirements.

Market Study Results
Is there a market for such a vehicle? All the market studies say yes, if the
right combination of utility, comfort, and cost is achieved. This conclusion is
based on market study results from our own customer interviews, ITS

studies, DeVry Institute of Technology Studies, and surveys of McClellan Air
Force Base personnel using the City-el performed by California State
University, Sacramento. Some of these survey results are summarized
below.

in studies of individuals in Atlanta and South Florida performed by Sandra

Mc.Kee of DeVry, 31% of respondents surveyed indicated the most
troublesome part of car use is stopping to refuel with gasoline. Most
respondents in this survey drive 30-50 miles per hour, and can accomplish
their transportation needs without using the freeway. All respondents say
cars are too expensive.

Joe Orsini of Sacramento State University performed interviews of City-el
operators at McClellan AFB. The interviews were performed upon
introduction to the vehicle, and at 6 and 12 weeks after introduction. These
respondents indicated that the vehicle’s range and speed were acceptable on
Base. They liked the accessories, quiet operation, and ease of parking. It is
interesting to note they mentioned the air quality benefit of the vehicle only
in the first interviews.

Regarding concerns about the City-el, the Air Force Base users express

dissatisfaction with the ride and handling. Because of vehicle size and
"flimsy construction" these interviewees expressed strong concerns regarding
using the City-el off of the Air Force Base. It seems likely that our warnings
regarding the handling properties of the vehicle have made an impact, and
may have influenced our study results.
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We J~ve talked to many people regarding the City-el. They have said that if
we ~:md a vehicle with four wheels and two seats they would buy one. The
main dislikes of the City-el are the three wheeled design, poor ride and
hancHing, slow top speed, one seat design, and high price ($8000).

These Market Survey results suggest to us that a well developed vehicle that

has ~:oughly the same capabilities and finish as the City-el, and in which
people can feel safe and go a little faster, is sellable in suffident numbers to
warrant tooling for limited production. The first step is to develop a
prototype with the attributes of the City-el, with more utility, comfort and
convenience than a City-eL

Technical Study Results

Compared to other EV’s, Neighborhood vehicles have more modest
performance requirements because there is no need for higher freeway
speeds. A lower power drive, charger, and a significantly smaller battery pack
can be used, all of which will contribute to lower production and life cycle
costs. NEWs will operate at lower voltage, which may mean easier
compliance with electric codes, and which greatly simplifies the charging
system.

NEVs have disadvantages also. These limited use transportation products
will :not be accepted quickly unless the price is low. An N-EV must be small,
light, and at the lower bounds of the "persona1 space envelope," which is the

voIume inside the vehicle that allows passengers to feel comfortable. In
addition, the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards are based on larger cars,

and a production NEV has to satisfy the current standards.

Review of all available measured data regarding the energy use of EVs
corrfirms that energy use is a strong function of vehicle mass. NEVs can be

expected to use energy between 80 and 300 W-h/mile depending on the
systems employed in the vehicle. Conventional, heavy vehicles, including

EV conversions, will use between 300 and 1200 W-h per mile. View graphs
illustrating "at the plug" energy use from Solar Cup Denmark and from the
SMUD fleet are provided in the attachment to illustrate this fact.
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Advanced electronics and light weight allowed the Felix to use less energy,
carry two people, and go almost as fast as up-rated City-el prototypes in Solar
Cup Denmark.

It is worth noting that the City-el charger includes a holding charge during
which the charger draws 40 W as long as it is plugged in. If the vehicle is
unplugged, a small current draw will discharge the batteries over a span of 4-6
days, so it is usual for City-el users to leave the vehicle plugged in. The result
of this design is that energy use in a City-el varies strongly with the amount
of vehicle use. A chart was prepared from measured data which illustrates
this fact. This explains the variation in City-el energy usage in Solar Cup
versus the use seen at SMUD. In fact, SMUD drives their City-els about a
mile a day on average, which probably means a couple of miles every other
day.

The City-el systems were dissected to examine the energy losses in various
parts of the vehicle system. The rolling resistance was determined by roll
down test, and a plot made for power required at the average measured

coefficients of drag and roiling resistance. At the road, a City-el requires about
1.5 kW at 30 miles per hour, and 3.5 kW at 45 miles per hour. This results in
energy usage in average trips of about 57 W-h per mile at the road, and about

190 W-h per mile at the plug, neglecting holding charge and "always on"
losses. The systems diagram and the pie chart provide a breakdown of the
difference between at the plug and at the road energy use.

We have postulated a preliminary design specification and an energy budget
for our prototype NEV "Picador"° These are provided in the attached view

graphs titled "Picador: Vehicle Dynamics", "Picador: Electrical Drive" and the
pie chart titled "Picador NEV average energy use, Engineering goals, 140 W-
h/mi at Plug".

Is pollution proportional to energy use?
A brief analysis was performed to quantify emissions from electric vehicles
charged by fossil fuel generated energy, compared with internal combustion
engines in vehicles. In order to make the comparison, the emissions
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regulations were translated into the mass of allowable pollution per unit
energy generated from both fixed and mobile sources. The analysis does not
attempt to incorporate a thorough cost-benefit analysis, costs of refining the
fuels, concentrations of pollutants, or the actual electric power generating
mix. This is necessarily an overly simplistic approach, but the result suggests
that allowable pollution is indeed a function of energy use, and therefore a
function of vehicle mass. The assumptions used in the calculations are
provided in the attached view graphs.

One surprise was that the regulations permit higher emissions per unit
energy from a high mileage economy car than they would for a lower mileage
car. This seems consistent with the economy car’s lower market price, since
simpler control technologies need to be applied to keep costs down. See
GASoXLS Chart 3, attached.

Given the assumptions used, the emissions from light weight EVs work out

to between 0.3 and 0.7 grams per mile, while heavier electric vehicles emit
be~vceen I and 3 grams per mile.

PV Recharging

I was surprised at the amount of energy lost in transmission from the power

plant to the user. The longer the transmission distance, the larger the losses.

This suggests further work is neededto develop recharging of vehicles using

fixed.photo-voltaic arrays, which might have essentially zero transmission

losses. The problem is the cost of the arrays, and the space they take up.

Using the energy use data presented for the SMUD fleet, the area of a PV array
required to fully recharge a vehicle in6 hours after a 10 mile trip was
estimated. NEVs are the most feasible to recharge using photovoltalcs, since a
smaller array is needed. My calculation shows that NEVs might be recharged
by a 4 square meter array, while converted passenger vehicles will require 8 -
12 square meters, and pick-ups and G-vans will require more than 20 square
meter,~ of array surface. The results of my calculation are shown in the chart
"energy use for 10 miles, PV array area for 6 hour recharge".
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Summary
Neighborhood EVs can provide greater benefits than other EVs in terms of
reduced energy use and pollution, and lower cost. Market study results are
encouraging, in that consumers have identified a variety of vehicle attributes
that may be more important than range and speed. Consumers suggest that a
vehicle similar to the City-el that offers more utility, more comfort, and a
Little more speed would be quite acceptable for much of their transportation
needs.

The largest problem in NEV development is the ability of a small, light

vehicle to provide adequate passenger safety, and to hdfill the crash test
standards provided in the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards. It is noted
that since a NEV is by definition slower than conventional automobiles, the
overall safety of passengers is easier to achieve than it is in vehicles capable of
higher speeds.
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Neighborhood EV: Definition

¯ Fit users needs for around town errands,
short trips

¯ 35 miles per hour, 35 mile range
, 4A. miles per hour top speed

¯ Low cost
° Low energy use, 100 - 150 W-h / mile at plug
° Existing technology & no special

infrastructure

DeVry: Sandra McKee Market
Studies in South Florida and

Atlanta
° "To our amazement 31% of individuals

surveyed felt stopping to put in gas in the car
was most bothersome part" (of car use)

° 70 % of respondents can accomplish there
transportation needs without the freeway

¯ 60 % drive 30 - 50 mph most of the time
¯ t00 % say cars are too expensive
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Orsini’s McClellan City-el
Survey: Attributes

User

¯ Speed and Range acceptable on base, and for
some public street uses

¯ Accessories acceptable to good
¯ Quiet Operation
¯ Parking is very easy
¯ Note the air quality benefit is mentioned at

first, but over several months...no longer
brought up.

- Also note, these users are driving the City-el
for free!

Orsini’s McClellan City-el User
Survey: Concerns

- Safety Concerns ranged from a feeling of
aprehension to fairly strong fear

¯ Suspension design resulting in a harsh
bumpy ride is an annoyance, and a safety
item.

- "it looks a iittleflimsy"
¯ "1 don’t think I would use it in the (off Air

Force Base) real world."
¯ Helmets don’t fit, making vehicle less

suitable for "fleet" use.
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Pacific EV’s Market Study

, "If you had one with four wheels and two
seats I’d buy one"

° "look, the car of the future"
Main dislikes of Mini-el:
- 3 wheels .,, Helmet ... poor ride and handling
- Too Small /Too Slow
- One Seat
- Price Too highl

¯ "It’s like driving a bicycle in the lane for cars"

Summary of Market Surveys:

= People understand the benefits of a low
.energy use vehicle

¯ . People mention safety first
¯ Utility, comfort, and convenience are

minimums for a saleable NEV
¯ Range and speed of the City-el are acceptable

values for most, a little higher speed
capability is in order
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Advantages of NEV Concept

¯ Modest performance requirements
- Smaller battery pack...

- fewer weak links (ceils in series)
- longer battery pack life

- lower battery replacement cost

¯ Smaller Motor, less power required
¯ Charge any where without special plugs
¯ Lower Voltage may mean easier code

compliance
¯ Pollution reductions more significant, since

pollution is proportional to energy use
® Replace least efficient use of IC engine cars

Disadvantages of NEV Concept

¯ New Transportation Product, Education
required as to which specific needs are met

¯ NEV needs to be small, and light, we will push
personal space envelope

¯ FMVSS are tailored to larger cars
¯ Market acceptance will be slower, because of

difference in concept
¯ Product must be in-expensive, price

sensitivity is greater than a freeway capable
EV
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NEV’S @ Solar Cup Denmark. 1993, Re~:ult~: over 177 miles
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City..el Energy Usage
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City-el. Average Energy Use of Main Systems

Energy In ON-htmi)

190 W-h/mi 100 W-h/mi

57 W4ffmi 33 W-l’Vmi 3"/W-h/mi 6 W-Wmi

Energy Out or Losses (W-h/mile)

N~ Neglects holding c~ecge and "edw~.ys on" losses

Cgy-el Systems Energy Use. Average per mile t~zveled. 190 W-Wmi total at pl,g

Motor &Controller, 1 g’~.
37 W-h/mi
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Picador: Vehicle Dynamics

* Mass: 390-440 kg (depending on
configuration and batteries)

, Frontal Area: 1.50 m^2
, Cd: 0.3
, Cd*A = 0.45
, Tires: 120/80-16
, Low un-sprung mass (need composite wheels

or other suspension components)
, top Speed: 40 mph
° Range 20-40 miles

Picador: Electrical Drive

¯ 48 V system
¯ 130-t80 kg battery weight
° 3:t-4.3 kW-hour (useful DC) battery capacity
° 5 kW motor (brushless servo drive?)
° Electronic speed limiter
° Regenerative braking
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Stationary Sources Basic Data
and assumptions

, CO... low 50 PPM to High 100 PPM
¯ NOx.°. low 3 PPM to High 10 PPM
, above is at 15% 02 in stack gas
¯ Assumed 40MJ/kg fuel energy
° Assumed stoichiometry of 14.5 kg air I kg fuel
° Assumed Process operates at 1.75 times

stoichiometry to achieve excess 02
° Result: 35-72 ng pollutants / Joule produced

Is pollution proportional to
Energy Use?

° i looked at basic requirements for stationary
and mobile sources

¯ Emissions from Stationary sources are
measured in PPM in off gas or ng of bad gas
per Joule produced

¯ Emissions for vehicles are measured in g/mile
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Mobile Sources, basic Data and
assumptions:

@

®

@

@

@

@

®

@

@

CO ... 3.4 g/mile
NOx .°o 0.4 g/mile
HC ... 0.125 for TLEV
HC ... 0.250 for standard car
Stoichiometry:
Stoichiometry:
O2 in exhaust:

TLEV- 1.2
Standard - 1.1

3% TLEV, 1.5% Standard
MPG: 35 for TLEV, 22 for Standard car
Result: 1211 ng / Joule for TLEV, 784 ng / J
Standard car...,
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400= s

200-
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Emissions... equivalent for EV’s

¯ It is pretty easy to multiply ng/J by energy per
mile to get equivalent pollutants

¯ At the power plant, the energy produced must
be distributed to where it is used...

¯ So ! assumed:
= 75% transmission losses, and
, 50 % efficiency of fossil fuel to electricity at

the power plant
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12

Energy use for 10 miles, with PV array area for 6 hour recharge
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Summary:

o

o

o

A light vehicle which meets consumers needs
is possible, it will be more like an improved
C!ty-el than a normal car.., more utility, more
comfort, and a little faster than the City-el
NEV’s use less energy, have fewer batteries,
and will cost less than fully capable electric
cars
The Air Quality benefits of NEV’s are larger
than other EV’s
Final note: Crash safety is our biggest
hurdle, this problem is the focus of our
present chassis work.., a low mass suit of
armor!
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VL Session Four:. Regu!atory Issues for NEVs
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CARB’s Zero-Emission Vehicle Mandate and
the Role of Neighborhood Electric Vehicles

Thomas Evasherd<
Air Resources Engineering Associate

Mobile Source Division
California Air Resources Board

In September of 1990, the Air Resources Board (ARB) adopted the Low-
Emission Vehicle and Clean Fuels regulations. These regulations established
stringent emission standards for four new classes of light- and medium-duty
vehicles. In order of increasing stringency, the vehicle classes are transitional

low-emission vehicles Cl"LEVs), low-emission vehicles (LEVs), ultra-low-
emission vehicles (ULEVs), and zero-emission vehicles (ZEVs). For light-
duty vehicles, the regulations require that auto manufacturers meet art
annual, increasingly stringent fleet-average requirement for non-methane
organic gas emissions. Manufacturers are provided flexibility in meeting the
fleet-average requirement each year in that they may produce any
combination of TLEVs, LEVs, and ULEVs, as long as the fleet-average
reqtfirement for each mode1 year is met.

Begiraxing in 1998, however, two percent of each large manufacturer’s
passenger car and light truck fleet produced for sale in California must be
comprised of ZEVs. This percentage increases to five percent in 2001 and
2002, and to ten percent in 2003. Initially, the zero-emission vehicle mandate
applies only to manufacturers that sell more than 35,000 vehicles in the state
of California each year. In 2003, the mandate will also apply to manufacturers
that seU between 3,001 and 35,000 vehicles in California each year.
Man~Lfacturers that sell less than 3,000 vehicles per year in California are not
subject to the mandate.

Impo:rtantly, the regulations do not require minimum performance standards
or minimum size requirements for a vehicle to receive credit towards the
zero-emission vehicle mandate. Additionally, no specific definition of
neighborhood electric vehicle (NEV) is included in the regulations. The
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regulations do allow for electric medium-duty vehicles (vehicles weighing

between 6,000 to 14,000 pounds gross vehicle weight) to receive the same

amount of credit provided to light-duty electric vehicles.

To provide flexibility to industry in meeting the zero-emission vehicle

mandate, the ARB adopted a credit trading provision as part of the

regulations. If a manufacturer chooses to produce and sell more than the

mandated percentage of ZEVs, that manufacturer will earn credits. These

credits can be retained and used by the manufacturer in later years, or sold to

another manufacturer that chooses to produce less than the mandated

percentage of ZEVs° Alternatively, under the ARB’s mobile source emission

reduction credit guidelines, the manufacturer can make ZEV credits available

to ZEV purchasers to be used as part of mobile source emission reduction

credit programs. Zero-emission vehicles used to generate mobile source

emission reduction credits can be used towards a manufacturer’s mandated

ZEV percentage requirement, but cannot count towards the manufacturer’s

NMOG fleet-average standard for that model year° The ARB recently

amended the regulations to allow manufacturers that introduce ZEVs prior to

1998 to accrue credits without those credits declining in value until after 1998.

This flexibility may be especially beneficial to NEV manufacturers in allowing

them to provide vekicles to larger manufacturers for credit towards the

mandate.

To receive certification as a ZEV, the Low-Emission Vehicle regulations

require that a manufacturer provide information which includes vehicle

identification and description, the projected number of vehicles produced for

sale in California, the number and type of batteries used, energy usage, and

the vehicle range, as measured using the ARB’s All-Electric Range Test. To

date, the ARB has certified a wide variety of vehicles as zero-emission

vehicles. These vehicles include prototype vehicles developed by major

manufacturers, smaller NEVs, and converted vehicles, including conversion

packages.

Receiving zero-emission certification from the ARB, does not necessarily

mean that the vehicle can receive ZEV credit. For example, although the

Citycom City-E1 NEV has received certification as a zero-emission vehicle, the
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vehicle is not eligible for credit toward the mandate due to its classification as
a motorcycle° The regulations use the definition of motorcycle as found in
the Motor Vehicle Code Section 400. The code defines a motorcycle as being
any motor vehicle designed to travel on not more than three wheels and
weighing less than 1,500 pounds. If the vehicle is electrically powered, it is
defined as motorcycle if it weighs less than 2,500 pounds and has a maximum
speed of 45 miles per hour. Consequently, an electric vehicle such as the City-
E1 would be defined as a motorcycle and Would not be eligible for credit as a

zero-emission vehicle.

The ARB staff believes that NEVs and sub-car electric vehicles can replace

fossil-fueled vehicles in many niche markets, as well as help foster the
development of larger electric vehicles. These vehicles are ideal for short,
local trips that do not require high speeds. Moreover, these vehicles are well
suited for use as "station cars."

Conversely, the staff has concerns related to the introduction of small,
limited-performance electric vehicles. The ZEV mandate and associated air
qualiW benefits are based upon the assumption that electric vehicles will
closely match the performance characteristics of conventional vehicles. Of
prim~u’y concern is that the use of NEVs will not generate the expected air

qualiW benefits, on a per-vehicle basis, due to their limited application and
performance. It is also possible that the introduction of NEVs and sub-car
electric vehicles could reduce the incentive for manufacturers to produce full-
size electric vehicles. It may be more economical for a manufacturer to
purchase NEVs to meet the minimum ZEV production requirement, rather
than ,develop full-size, full-performance electric vehicles.

The early introduction of limited~performance electric vehicles could

reinforce a common public perception that electric vehicles are little more
than "glorified golf carts." Consequently, it is important for purchasers of
NEVs and other electric vehicles to be made fully aware of the vehicle’s
capabilities at the time of purchase. Another concern is the potential safety
problem related to NEVs and other small electric vehicles°
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The ARB’s Low-Emission Vehicle regulations allow for a wide variety of
electric vehicles, including four-wheeled NEVs, to receive zero-emission
vehicle credit. Determination of credit eligibility is independent of vehicle
performance (e.g. top speed, range, acceleration) or size. Both small electric
vehicles as well as vehicles defined in the medium-duty classification can
receive credit towards the zero-emission vehicle requirement. The ARB staff
believes that NEVs can play a limited role in reducing motor vehicle
emissions in certain niche applications and help promote electric vehicle
technology.
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EVs Certified by the ARB

Large
Manufacturers

Ford Ecostar

o

GM Impact
¯ .:," °°

:: Ciirysler
Minivan.

NEVs

Kewet El-Jet

Citycom City-El

Cushman
Electric

II

Converted
Vehicles

Eiectricar ECO
(Geo Metro)

S01ectria Force

Conversion
packages

Conclusions
¯Widevariety ;of EVs, inciuding 4-wheeled

NrVs, can receive zero-emission vehicle
credit

¯ .Credit currently independent of performance
(eg. range, top speed)

¯ NFVs can play an important role
motor vehicle emissions

in reducing

¯No plans at this time to modify treatment of
NFVs
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Emissions and Energy Impacts of NEVs

Mark Delucchi
Research Ecologist

Institute of Transportation Studies
University of California, Davis

Note: This summary has been prepared from a videotape of the workshop session and
const~’,tut~ a modified transcript of the presentation. It has been reviewed by the presenter for
accur, acy.

L,~ this talk I will address the issue of why the existing studies of the emissions

impacts of electric vehicles are inaccurate and should probably not be taken
too seriously. I hope to convince you of this and get you excited to do better
research.

First~, I’ll give a quick summary of the general emission result comparisons of
electric vehicles (EVs) and internal combustion engine vehicles (ICEVs) 
are quoted widely° Typically, we hear that if EVs are substituted for ICEVs,

hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide emissions will be practically eliminated,
nitrogen oxide emissions wm probably go down, and sulfur dioxide and

particulate emissions will probably go up, especially on a percentage basis.

I do not think that this means very much or is particularly interesting, and
here is why. There are at least four ways that one could compare the
emis~ions, or more broadly speaking the air quality impacts, of EVs with

ICEVso The first way, which is most typical and probably the most useless, is
to compare emissions from powerplants with emissions from the tailpipe of
ICEVs. I will admit, of course, that I am responsible for doing studies
somewhat like that in my earlier years before I became enlightened to better
methods. Why is this wrong? People who do these studies usually

acknowledge that they have left out certain emissions, that they have not
acco~mted for the time of day or exposure, and that they have not accounted
for e~,rrdssions of other pollutants. But this is typically justified by explaining
that these are "minor" effects.
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My point today is that these are not minor effects. In fact, these effects may

dominate the sort of "first round" emissions calcuations that we hear quoted

all the time. I would argue that at least in certain parts of California it would

be better to compare the tailpipe emissions of ZEVs to the "tailpipe’°

emissions of ICEVs, to give a more accurate picture of the overall effects on

people or welfare. That is, one should count ZEV emissions as zero and ICE

vehicle emissions as tailpipe emissions, and take the difference between them

as the emissions reduction benefit. I would argue that in some cases that

would be the more accurate representation.

Still better, of course, would be to compare the so-called "fuU-fuel cycle"

emissions from the ICE vehicle petroleum production-refinery cycle with the

full-fuel cycle from the EV fuel production and use cycle. That full-fuel cycle

includes "upstream processes" such as crude oil drilling and transport, and

the petroleum refining process. Upstream ermssions are significant, and

often occur near or L~ urban areas. Also, the cycle should include the gasoline

marketing system, which produces significant VOC emissions. That is the

full-fuel cycle.

At a minimum, we would want to compare those ICEV fuel cycle emissions

to the full emissions from the EV fuel cycle, wl"dch consists almost

exclusively of emissions at powerplants. But that still is not really good

enough, because the emissions from powerplants occur at such different

places and different times than emissions from motor vehicles that adding

them all together really is close to meaningless. The main exception would

be in the case of greenhouse gas emissions, whose effects do not generally

depend on variations in space and time.

So it would be better to do emissions comparisons stage by stage, end-use

versus end-use, distribution versus distribution, and fuel production versus

fuel production. Here powerplant emissions, which are usually mistakenly

compared to end-use emissions, would be more properly compared with

emissions from petroleum refineries, because they tend to have some similar

characteristics. (Actually, the powerplant emissions would be primarily

during the night due to overnight recharging, while refinery emissions

would occur more-or-less constantly.)
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Then, we could continue to compare more minor emissions from feedstock

production and distribution. We could do these comparisons stage-by-stage
and then give some sort of weights for time of day and exposure, at a
minimum. These calculations would tend to favor EVs because the
emissions will generally be at night and away from urban areas. This is very
important because both within the air pollution regulatory community and
for cost-benefit analysis, the most important effect of emissions is the effect on
human health. In order for there to be an effect on human health, people
have to be where the emissions are and be exposed to them. Emissions from
tailpipes affect people more than emissions from p0werplants by orders of

magnitude - it is not a trivial effect.

The best thing to do would be to take all of this and go that last hard yard
tow~Lrd a full cost-benefit analysis. In such ananalysis we would not make up
weights but we would actually calculate air quality changes and then calculate
the exposure of people, crops, and materials. The last part would be to figure
out what the responses are to those exposures, and then evaluate them.

How would that come out? As far as I know, no one has done that in a
cred:tble fashion. There has been at least one study of the air quality, not

emissions, impacts of EVs versus ICEVs. That was done in the South Coast
Air Basin and the finding was that essentially we get a complete reduction in
ozone for every ICE vehicle that is replaced with an EV. Certainly, though,
no one has gone beyond that to do a full cost-benefit or exposure analysis for
any significant number of regions.

We could go out and take someone’s estimate of the externality cost, that is
the monetary value, of air pollution damages from electricity production, and
someone else’s estimate of the monetary cost of damages from ICEVs.
Gasoline has an externality cost of on the order of $0.30 per gallon, not
including global warming or road dust emissions. This translates to an
externality cost of on the order of a penny a mile. The externality cost of
electricity produced by fossil fuels has a very wide range, from about $0.003 to

$0.03 per kwh. The low is end is for natural gas, and the t’dgh end is for
current coal technology. If we take 3 miles per kwh as a ballpark estimate for
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an EV, we get an externality cost of $0.001 to $0.01 per mile, compared to
roughly $0.01 per mile for gasoline. But these are hugely uncertain numbers
because it matters what the base for power production is. Not only is there a
big difference between coal and natural gas, but the type of coal matters a great
deal. The biggest damages from coal-fired powerplants are from sulfur
dioxides and particulates, but ff there is a cap on sulfur emissions then there
are no sulfur related impacts of EV recharging. Also, high-technology
particulate removal would make a big difference, and so on.

The efficiency of EVs is also very important. Also, there is an uncertainty of
20-40% in atmospheric chemistry models, and probably more in places other
than L.A. There is uncertainty with regard to exposures, and possibly in some
cases orders of magnitude uncertainty in the dose-response behavior to
emissions. So cost-benefit analysis is a difficult problem, and the total
uncertainty could be at least an order of magnitude.

Nevertheless, this is I think the only way to get sensible, policy-useful results
with regard to the air quality impacts of EVs. Just comparing powerplant
emissions to tailpipe emissions in my opinion does not tel1 us very much.

Now let us take efficiency out of the list of factors that contribute to the
uncertainty in determining the air quality impacts of EVs. Efficiency is
interesting not only because it is an important determinant of emissions but
also because it is an important factor in life-cycle costs. Efficiency alone is very
difficult to determine for several reasons. The first reason is the drive cycle.
The fuel use of ICEVs can vary by at least a factor of three from urban, stop-

and-go type driving to highway driving. The efficiency of EVs can vary
substantially as well, depending on the type of battery, the age of the battery,
how frequently it is cycled, whether the vehicle has regenerative braking, and
SO on.

Also, it matters very much what kind of EV we compare with what kind of
ICE vehicle. This is not something we can determine purely from

engineering principles because we need to know what type of vehicle people
would have bought if they did not buy the EV that we are hypothesizing they
use as a substitute. Do we compare small ICEVs to small EVs, or do we
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assume that manufacturers would not be making ICE NEV-type vehicles if
they were making NEVs? This matters because weight and maximum power
haw.~ significant impacts on energy use.

Nevertheless, despite these problems, having myself made a tentative start
toward developing the cost-benefit analysis described above, it is my opinion
that NEVs will have positive benefits almost anywhere that they are used.
This includes most places in the northeast where power is produced by coal.

But ilt is clear that work needs to be done on the details of exposure and cost-
bene~fit analysis, and on actually modeling life-cycle costs and vehicle choice
decisions. So, I will conclude with that positive statement, but I also want
encourage the development of more in-depth and proper comparisons of the
energy and emissions impacts of EVs in comparison with ICEVs.
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Vehicle Safety Design Concepts:
Review of FMVSS and Related LLNL Activities

Frank Tokarz
Transportation Research Program Leader
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

Note: This summary has been prepared from a videotape of the workshop session and
¢ons~Ltutes a modified transcript of the presentation. It has been reviewed by the presenter for
accuncy.

The purpose of this talk is to provide a brief overview of the Federal Motor

Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) as they pertain to NEVs, and to relate
them to the activities at our lab. Our lab is very much interested in applying
our advanced technology to the transportation industry. We are particularly
interested in helping small and intermediate size businesses that promote
solutions to transportation problems.

EVs are like other cars in that they must meet the FMVSS. In total, there are
about 57 or 58 standards that must be met for passenger cars. These standards
have been developed since 1966, when the Department of Transportation /
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (DOT/NHTSA) was asked 

develop and enforce standards for passenger car safety. The standards that
would likely be difficult for NEVs to meet are primarily those concerned with
crash protection.

NI-rISA standards can be placed into two broad categories: crash avoidance
and crashworthiness. Crash avoidance standards apply to both new EV
designs and conversions. These standards include FMVSS 102, Which relates

to the transmission. This standard requires a device indicating whether the
vehicle is in forward or reverse, and also requires a braking effect when
shifting to a lower gear. Standard FMVSS 103 relates to vehicle defrosting
and defogging systems. ICEVs produce excess heat, but EVs do not so they
must have special systems to comply with this standard. Standard FMVSS
105 relates to brake systems. EV designs may involve redistributions in
vehk:le weights relative to conventional vehicles, and they must still comply
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with this standard. IxrHX~A is currently rewriting both standards 103 and 105
so that they are more applicable to EVs.

Wit& regard to crashworthiness, FMVSS 204 relates to the displacement of the
steering wheel during a frontal crash. FMVSS 208 requires a certain level of
occupant crash protection during a 30 mph frontal crash. This standard can
only be met wit& test data, which requires the actual crash testing of a vehicle
with a test dummy inside. Computer testing is not adequate to meet this
standard. FMVSS 214 is a side impact standard which specifies maximum
injury criteria for side crush impacts. This standard will be phased-in
according to the following schedule: 10% of 1994 models, 25% of 1995 models,
40% of 1996 models, and 100% of all models after 1996 must meet the
standard. FMVSS 216 pertains to roof crush resistance. To pass this standard,
a vehicle must be able to withstand a load with a weight of 1o5 times the
unloaded weight of the vehicle placed on the front part of the roof.

One important note on the occupant crash protection standard is that
Congress has required that all vehicles must be equipped with aixbags after
1999.

It is the responsibility of the manufacture to seLf-certify that each vehicle
meets the FMVSS. The procedure for self-certification is defined by DOTs

Office of Vehicle Compliance.

There are three ways to obtain an exemption from a standard. Economic
hardship, the demonstration of low-emission vehicles, and the existence of

¯ an equivalent level of safety all are arguments that may be used to obtain an
exemption from a standard. For NEVs, the demonstration of low-emission
vehicles would probably be the most likely way to obtain an exemption.
These exemptions are temporary.

In order to obtain an exemption, the petitioner would have to provide

financial information that demonstrates economic hardship or that
substantiates that the vehicle is low-emission. Also, the petitioner would
have to submit proof that obtaining the exemption would not unreasonably
degrade the safety of the vehicle, and would also have to arguethat the
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exemption would help to further the development of the vehicle. Finally,
the petitioner would have to make the statement that the vehicles would be
built to meet the standard by the end of the exemption period, and that no
more than 2,500 vehicles would be built under the exemption.

At Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, there currently is an ongoing
project to develop vehicle computer crash simulation models for NHTSA
and DOTs Federal Highway Administration (FHWA). This project is called
the Vehicle Impact Simulation Technology Advancement Project. Over the
years, our lab has developed a crash simulation program called DYNA3D.
Essentially 100% of computer crash simulations in the world have been done
using this code or a derivative of this code. This simulation program has
been a useful tool to help the agencies develop new standards, and to save
money by first simulating crashes before conducting actual crash tests.

Other ongoing projects include a collaboration with CALSTART to do
computer testing on Amerigon’s "running chassis" vehicle. Also, we are
trying to team up with CALSTART to develop the Advanced Transportation
Technology Assistance Center. This project would allow small to medium
sized businesses to access and use the resources at LLNL to develop
transportation technologies.

In general, NH~A is concerned about occupant crash protection, while
Ft-~rA is concerned with roadside safety hardware. For example, signposts
and lightpoles are designed to snap off when hit by a 3200 pound car. What

happens when they are hit by a 1500-1800 pound car? They do not snap off.
¯So, FI-tWA is asking what they should do if we start moving toward smaller

vehicles. NHTSA is concerned about the compatibility between different
sizes of cars. If a Mercedes hits a golf cart, should NHTSA change the
standards on the Mercedes to make it less of a hazard to the golf cart?
Mercedes does not want to do that because it just costs them money. NHXSA
has to address both the small and large vehicles, and this creates a

compatibility problem.
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FEDERAL MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARDS

DIFFICULTY FOR NEW

MVSS-IO1
MVSS-102
MVSS-103
MVSS-104
MVSS-105
MVSS-106
MVSS-107
MVSS-108
MVSS-109
MVSS-110
MVSS-111
MVSS-112
MVSS-113
MVSS-114
MVSS-115
MVSS-116
MVSS-117
MVSS-118
MVSS-122
MVSS-123
MVSS-124
MVSS-125

MVSS-201
MVSS-202
MVSS-203
MVSS-204
MVSS-205
MVSS-206
MVSS-207
MVSS-208
MVSS-210
MVSS-211
MVSS-212
MVSS-213
MVSS-214
MVSS-215
MVSS-216

Control and display no difficulty
Transmission shift lever sequence* possibly difficult
Windshield defrosting and defogging* no difficulty
Windshield wiping and washing no difficulty
Hydraulic brake systems* no difficulty
Brake hoses no difficulty
Reflecting metal surfaces no difficulty
Lights and reflectors no difficulty
New pneumatic tires no difficulty
Tires and wheels no difficulty
Rearview mirrors no difficulty
Headlamp concealment devices* no difficulty
Hood latch systems no difficulty
Theft protection* no difficulty
Vehicle identification number no difficulty
Hydraulic brake fluids no difficulty
Retreaded pneumatic tires no difficulty
Power operated windows* no difficulty
Motorcycle brake systems* no difficulty
Motorcycle controls, displays* no difficulty
Accelerator control systems* no difficulty
Warning devices no difficulty

Occupant protection - interior
Head restraint
Steering wheel impact*
Steering system rearward movement
Glass
Door locks and hinges
Anchorage of seats
Occupant restraints
Seat belt anchorage
Wheelnuts and hub caps*
Windshield mounting~

Child restraint systems
Side Door Strength
Bumper (Canada only)*
Roof Crush Resistance

most difficult
most difficult
possibly difficult
possibly difficult
no difficulty
no difficulty
no difficulty
possibly difficult
possibly difficult
no difficulty
possibly difficult
no difficulty
possibly difficult
possibly difficult
most difficult
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FEDERAL MOTOR VEHICLE SAFETY STANDARDS (Cont’d}

MVSS-218
MVSS-219

Motor cycle hernets*
Windshield intrusion

DIFFICULTY FOR~

no difficulty
possibly difficult

MVSS-301 Fuel system integrity* possibly difficult
MVS¢;-302 Flammability of interior materials no difficulty

CFR-541 Vehicle theft prevention no difficulty
CFR-565 Vehicle identification number no difficulty
CFR-566 Manufacturers identification no difficulty
CFRo567 Certification no difficulty
CFR-570 Vehicle in use inspection no difficulty
CFR-574 Tire information and record no difficulty
CFR-575 Consumer information no difficulty
CFR-~75-101 Vehicle stopping distance no difficulty
CFR-576 Record retention no difficulty
CFR-577 Defect notification no difficulty
CFR-579 Defect & non-compliance responsibility no difficulty
CFR-580 Odometer disclosure requirements no difficulty
CFR-581 Bumper damage limit requirements* no difficulty
CFR-582 Insurance cost information no difficulty
CFR-585 Automatic restraint phase in* possibly difficult

"may not be directly applicable to NEVs

Sources: u~q. Department of Transportation. National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration. Applicability of Federal Motor Vehicle Standards to Electric and
]:~ Washington, D.C. 1978.

Albert J. Sobey. Draft: "Plan for the Assessment of Regulatory Requirement for the
Half Width Vehicles. " October 2, 1989o
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Liability Issues for NEVs

Armen Hairapetian
Partner

Lewis, D’Amato, Brisbois & Bisgaard1

Note: This summary has been prepared from a videotape of the workshop session and
conat~tutes a modified transcript of the presentation. It has been reviewed by the presenter for
acculracy.

As part of the Jumpstart workshop last year, Bob Wrede of our law firm
prepared an excellent survey of the status of the law with regard to the
liability criteria used by various states and I would recommend it as excellent
read~kng for understanding the applicable legal standards. Today I would like
to address the issues that courts are dealing with regard to liability, but first I
wou,Id like to correct the impressions regarding two issues that have been
raised earlier in the day.

First:, the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS) are the federal
standards with which automakers must comply to sell vehicles for use on
roads in the United States of America. There are certain exemptions to the
standards that were discussed earlier, but by and large the standards must be
comphed with at some time. Compliance with the FMVSS, however, does
not insulate you from liability. Attorneys in an injury case would argue that
those are minimum standards and that the car should have been designed
better to survive the crash and protect the occupant. Juries have assigned
liability to manufacturers even when vehicles totally complied with the
FM~rSS. For example, there is a standard for seatback strength. The seatback
should support a force of a certain amount of inch-pounds in a frontal
collision of 30 mph - approximately 3,000 inch-pounds. In a trial last year, the
plafi~tffFs expert argued that the standard is a minimum standard and that it

should be increased to a 50,000 inch-pound standard, which Volvo and
Mercedes-Benz purportedly meet. In that case, the jury was swayed by the

1Arrren Hairapetian is a member of the Product Liability Group of Lewis, D’Amato, Brisbois &
Bisgaard. Mr. Hairapetian is continuing the contributions made by that firm to the NEV
industry, particularly the advice and support provided by Bob Wrede at the Jumpstart
Workshop last year.
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argument that such a rigid seat would not be safe by other criteria and would
subject the driver to a risk of neck injury. But this is an example that shows
that the FMVSS merely establish a basic level of protection and that they do
not necessarily protect manufacturers from liability.

The second issue that I would Iike to address is the speed issue. It has been
mentioned that these vehicles would be going 25-35 mph, and that there is a
safety issue there. The mean fatality rate in the U.S. occurs at a delta-V or
change in speed of just over 30 mpK Driving a car at 30 mph into your
neighbor’s wall or garage is the equivalent energy force to driving off of a
three story building. So 30 mph is a serious standard and that is why most
federal standards require crash testing at 30 mpK LOw speed does not
necessarily mean safety or low liability. Most personal injury lawsuits, that
from a defense perspective are dogging up the court system, occur at speeds of
10-15 mph. These are often cases of whiplash from collisions from the rear,
or sometimes even at 15 mph there is an intrusion of the steering column

into the passenger compartment and that opens up the issue of liability for
the manufacturer. So just because the speeds are low does not mean that
safety should not be addressed.

In terms of liability for NEVs,there is a safe presumption that any standard of
liability applicable to gasoline powered vehicles would also be also be applied
by attorneys and courts to NEVs. The main areas of liability for which

manufacturers are held accountable are defects in design, manufacture, and
failure to warn. In terms of design, there dearly would be a lot of important

issues that NEV manufacturers would need to address° The critical one
would be occupant safety protection within the passenger compartment,
Plaintiff’s lawyers refer to the need for a "survival space" for the occupant. In
any crash there should be that zone that protects the passenger from intrusion
of any object° With a small, lightweight vehicle such as a NEV that would be
a difficult issue to address, but a balance must be found with vel~cle design.
With some of the NEVs here, the steering column may intrude into the

driver but perhaps a collapsible steering column could be designed. It is
important to realize that most of the safety features in today’s automobiles
have come about as the result of litigation and because of adverse verdicts

suffered by GM and others. The vehicle hood that is designed to collapse in a
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"V" ~n an accident instead of going through the windshield was designed in

response to an adverse verdict when the hood went into the passenger

compartment and injured the driver. So GM and Ford did not have the great

foresight to develop these t~dngs early on, but they adjusted over time. The

impc~rtance for the NEV industry is that it is a fledgling industry that does not

have the resources of GM and Ford to absorb large verdicts. So it is important

for ttmt reason to consider and meet these issues early on and not later on.

The failure to warn issue is one for which NEVs in general may have an

advantage because people purchasing a NEV are aware from looking at the

vehicle that it is not a Cadillac or Mercedes and that safety in a crash may not

be at the same level° For that reason, it may be possible to develop a sheet of

instructions warning purchasers of all of the limitations of the NEV and

reviewing it with them at the time of the purchase at the dealer level. This

would require a lot of planning and foresight, and such a list of instructions

would need to comply with certain statutes, but there may be a possibility to

warn. NEV purchasers because of the nature of the NEV consumer. The

purchaser may believe that they are doing a social good by purchasing the

vehicle and may be wilhng to accept a lower level of safety. But this would

need to be a conscious decision and not one imposed on the consumer by the

NEV manufacturer and/or dealer.

There may be a possibility in the future of legislation to protect the industry,

much as medical malpractice liability has been limited to protect doctors to a

certain level of damages. The legislature may also be willing to do that to

protect the electric vel’dcle industry and Limit liability to $50,000 or $100,000

per inddent, or something of that nature. That is probably a long way away,

however, given that the plaintiff’s bar is very strong in the legislature and

may be successful in blocking any such legislation. Just yesterday, the United

States Senate suffered a filibuster for the thirteenth straight year of the

product liability reform law to protect manufacturers, even though the law

had bi-partisan support.

NEV manufacturers have certain issues with which they must be particularly

concerned. For example, NEVs have a certain weight distribution and the

weight is placed differently in the vehicle. This might place a danger to the
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occupant of the vehicle depending on where they are in the vehicle and
where the batteries are located. So the weight distribution would be
important with regard to objects hitting or intruding into the occupant.
Similarly, the batteries would probably be compared in a trial to the gasoline
tank of a conventional vehicle, and integrity must be ensured to contain the
batteries. If the batteries contain acid, then the acid must be contained. We
could imagine a Crown Victoria smashing into the battery cells of a NEV and
spewing battery acid on the occupants, causing injury. That would be
something for which the NEV manufacture may be held accountable. To
taken an even worse example, the Crown Victoria smashes into the NEV and

a mother is wheeling her baby carriage across the street and the battery acid
spews onto the sidewalk and into the baby carriage. That could shut down the

company because you would be looking at punitive damages as well as
compensatory damages because the plaintiff would argue that that is
something the manufacturer should have known about. That could be
reckless and malicious conduct under California law. So it is these types of
issues that are peculiar to NEVs and that the designers and manufacturers of
vehicles must consider.

It is important to realize in product liability law, especially in California, that
everyone in the stream of commerce of the distribution of the product is held
liable for damages caused by that product. That would include the designer,
the manufacturer, the distributor, the dealer, and the lessor of the vehicle.
The reason for this is to protect consumers from off-shore manufacturers and

designers who would be shipping the product to a friendly distributor, who
could then claim that they are not responsible for how the product is
designed. To protect agahnst that, the laws have been set to allow consumers

to sue everyone in the stream of commerce who would then be held jointly
and severally liable. It would then be between those parties to sue each other
for indemnity and for paying their share of the damages. The damages could
be large enough to shut down the designer, manufacturer, or distributor of a
NEV right off the bat°

To sum up, NEV manufacturers must consider today’s issues of product
liability, design and manufacture defectd, and failure to warn, but they must

go one step further to consider issues particular to NEVs. Manufacturers
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must: have a proper understanding of product liability issues and the FMVSS,
but they must also do testing to protect the occupant beyond those arguably
minimum standards. Beyond that, the issues particular to NEVs must be
given thought and foresight, even if thai means doing additional testing and
delaying marketing. One of the arguments that plaintiffs attorneys love to
make is that it just would have taken one more test to see if the vehicle was
safe JFor a consumer to use in a reasonably foreseeable manner. That test
might have cost $5,000, but now the suit is for much more. So it is that type

of argument that must be considered in the battleground of vehicle liability
for !~[EV manufacturers. The plaintiff’s bar is your enemy in designing and
manufacturing vehicles, and that must be remembered at all stages of NEV
development.
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Note: This session has been transcribed from video tape with minimal modification. All
comments have been included with as much accuracy as possible, with the exception of those
that were inaudible. Workshop speakers are identified by their initials, and other
participants are identified by the notation "FT." The following speakers made comments in
this session: Thomas Evashenk (TE), Armen Hairapetian (AH), William MacAdam (WM),
Paul MacC.ready (PM), Cece Martin (CM), Michael Replogle (MR), Albert Sobey (AS), 
Spefling (DS), William Waft (WW), and John Wohlmuth (JW).

Par~ One: Panel Discussion led by Daniel Sperling with Armen
Hairapetian, Paul MacCready, Thomas Evashenk, and William
MacAdam.

DS: We ought to have a short discussion before we move on about some of
these issues, just to clarify them. This question is directed at Armen, but Paul
and Bill will have some comments. My memory of when the lawyer Bob
Wrede spoke about a year ago at the subcar workshop held by Aerovironment
in Monrovia is that he stated that if a vehicle does not look, feel, or drive like
a conventional vehicle, then it would not be held to the same liability
standard. We know that when we drive a motorcycle or ride a bicycle, we’re
assuming a certain level of danger or lack of safety, and that makes the
martLffacV,~rer not liable in the same way. First of all, is that your
understanding and do you have any elaboration on that?

AH: I would definitely agree with Bob that something that is not a vehicle

would not be held to the same standards as a vehicle° If it doesn’t look like a
vehicle, then it would fail the duck test - if it doesn’t look like a duck or quack

like a duck, then it is not a duck. On the other hand, it is a vehicle. The
argument would be that it is designed to travel on public roads, with speeds of
35-45 mpK The use of the vehicle would decide whether it is a vehicle or
not, and that is something that urban planners and manufacturers would
have to consider. Bob’s comments I think were accurate, but I think the
defildtion of whether it is a vehicle or not, the legal standard, would depend
on the use of the vehicle.

DS: In other words, a vehicle like the Trans2, which has a top speed under 25
mph, would probably not be treated as a regular vehicle, but something with a

higher top speed might?
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AH: One thing to emphasize is that there is no federal law about liability.
Each state and jurisdiction has its own law about what manufacturers are
liable for and what they are not° So the unfortunate answer is hat there is no
one answer unless you look at each state, and to look at the laws of each state
and research what the standards are for each vehicleo I’m inclined to agree
with you, but I’m afraJ.d to be so generic.

PM: I agree with Bob Wrede, and I agree with the lawyer here. I think it gets
clearer when you’re on a bicycle or a motorcycle. You know that it is not a
car. It doesn’t have roof crush safety requirements, it doesn’t meet the motor
vehicle safety standards, and it is a motorcycle or a bLke. It doesn’t protect you
if someone runs into you from the side° I think that’s understood. If you’re
in a car, that looks like a car, but that turns out to be made from bike parts and

weighs 130 pounds, then the manufacturer is in trouble. It seems easy to
describe these extreme cases, but then we get into the middle ground. Bob
Wrede’s conclusion was that if you the manufacturer acted with great

responsibility - tested, and got the vehicles used where they should be that
liability concerns, although seriously annoying, would not stop the business

and would not stop the country from benefittLr~g from using the product. So
he was a little upbeat, and said that logic would prevail. In general, though, ff
you’re getting into the car business, it is clear that it is a big boy’s business.
That’s why there are only a few auto manufacturers and they are giant. They
are able to handle these things and when they come out with new cars, it’s a
billion dollar investment of many years, just as though you’re coming out

with a wide-bodied jet. There are many small operators, coming into fields
with great originality, but many of them don’t realize that by the time you go

into mass production and warrant a product it’s bad many years of crash
testing and liability protection. It’s a big, expensive process so there’s going to
be a big crunch in the next few years.

AH: One thing I’d like to mention is that the court factors in what the

consumers expectations are of the product. I think in almost every state that
is a standard for liability, and I think that the important issue is that if you see
a bicycle you’re not going to expect it to be a vehicle~ When you see a Cadillac,
you expect it to be a vehicle. The question then is the middle ground. Will a
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consumer expect that a neighborhood electric vehicle that goes 25 mph and
that is used on a public road, or a special lane, to be the same as another
vehicle? I think that the liability standard will be the important one. The
other problem in California is the risk-benefit analysis. Do the risks outweigh
the benefits?

PM: It gets to where and how it’s used too. It’s not just the vehicle, it is the
use of that vehicle. On a golf course, it’s probably pretty safe. If it is going
through the middle of town, it may not be. Another thing that comes out of
this i~s that the technology, the stimulus, for these vehicles comes from the

U.S., but the real markets may be in other countries where the liabiIity
situation is a lot different.

WM: Yes, all American auto manufacturers have what they call their "China
car project." They see that as the stability of those countries improves, the
market is huge. And the product won’t have to meet all of the same tests.

PT: Japan has a subcar class called the "kei" car class, that they’ve had on the

roa&~ for years. They are characterized by their small size and low
horsepower. It is primarily for these vehicles that they have developed a
relaxed licensing process.

AS: Those cars in Japan have the greatest frequency of accidents, but the

lowest frequency of harm, because they are driven differently than other cars.

WM: In France there is a class of vehicle that up until recently did not
require registration and did not require licensed drivers. They used two-
stroke engines. You rarely saw them in the city because of the stigma attached

to them, identifying the driver as someone who lost their license. But they

made somewhere from 9,000 to 13,000 of them a year. They are now starting
to convert them to electric and they’ve lost their stigma. Now they even
enjoy a whole new snob appeal.

DS: That those vehicles exist in Japan and France, is that because there are no
lawyers there? Or that their laibility laws are less stringent? What is the
difference?
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PT: It’s a combination of factors, but their liability laws are much more
relaxed around personal injury.

IT: There’s still the understanding that we have to take responsibility for
driving and operating motor vehicles and that we don’t place the
responsibility on someone else.

AS: There are other cars working in England, the Robins. I don’t know if you
are familiar with them. Basically, they are three-wheeled motorcycles with
bodies around them, and they are dangerous. If anyone has been to England
and seen them, they have probably seen their troubles.

AH: England has liability system where if you file a lawsuit and you don’t
win you have to pay the attorney fees on the other side, which in a liability
suit could be significant. So, they have fewer lawsuits. In the United States,
and especially in California, the rules are very much in favor of plaintiffs
because we have what is called the "comparative leverages" system of
liability. Even if a manufacturer is 1% negligent for an injury and the
plaintiff was driving drunk, backwards on a street at 65 mph and getting 99%
of the fault, that 1% is enough to get you on the hook for economic damages,

which would include lost earning and loss of future income. So, 1% of
liability in California could mean millions of dollars to a manufacturer, even
if the plaintiff is mainly at fault. So the system under comparative leverages
encourages lawsuits because you have a contingency attorney getting a
percentage of the fee with no money out of the plaintiffs pocket, and there’s
going to be some percentage of the fault allocated to the manufacturer. SO it’s
worth it to file. Until the legislature addresses ttmt issue in the U.S. and
particularly in California, the UoS. will be a litigation haven.

PT: Have there been attempts to change this?

AH: It has been attempted ever since it was adopted, and the trial lawyers and

particularly the assembly speaker are very much against it, in my
understanding.
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PM: If it was publicized, wouldn’t voters take care of it?

AH: Well, yes and no. Voters are the consumers that are filing the lawsuits.

IT: :[’he voters did pass the deep pockets law, which limited...

AIl: It limited non-economic damages to your share of the fault, which is

usually a large amount for pain and suffering, but you still get economic

damages°

IT: On the other hand, you have to look at the benefits of protecting the

plaintiffs,

AH: That’s a balance which has to be addressed and that each person has to be

strike for themselves.

PM: If we’re getting to act/on items, it sound as though this is a very key

aspect of the whole thing. That’s why we involved a lawyer a year ago and

it’s being followed up now. It sounds as though it is one of the more

impo:rtant things that we must address, and aroundCalifornia and around

the country to see if there are better solutions for it. There may be other

developments that are being stifled as well, and perhaps a conference just on

that would be more important than a conference on technology.

DS: What are some ideas or recommendations for how this could be dealt

with’.,’

WM: Well CARB started all of this. Why don’t we look to them for some

answers?

PM: There are other fields that have had similar problems, such as

hangliders and experimental aircraft. One solution is that the companies

developing these have pioneer companies with zero net worth, and that

makes them not very attractive targets for being sued. But there are no big

companies in that field, so I don’t know if we could do that here. But that is

an interesting solution for small companies.
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WM: I think there’s a practical point to being sued, and the return that
people get from it. I’m not an attorney, but I think that in Europe if the
products meet certain standards it is very difficult to sue beyond the standard.
And I don’t think that in this country we or anyone will be able to change the

makeup of the rules for product liability and litigation. Certainly I don’t
think anything is going to happen in our lifetime. What are we, 0 for 13 did
you say? On the other hand, new products come out on a regular basis. I
think it would be a mistake if we Viewed Armen’s comments as throwing a
bucket of cold water on all of this and walk away and say that it isn’t going to
happen. I simply point out that the all-terrain veb2cle industry this past year
enjoyed its highest sales level since the Consumer Product Safety

Commission started regulating them because they were killing so many
people. They sold this past year 250,000 vehicles. Now they peaked in I
believe in 1984 and 1985 with 550,000 vehicles, but there were only four
producers. That’s a billion dollar industry and it has weathered one hell of a
storm, and if you look at the financial statements of the companies that make
them they don’t have huge reserves set-up for product liability. Part of the
focus is that, and it gets back to Paul’s comment, it depends on how they’re
used and by whom they’re used and where they’re used. They pulled the
three-wheeler off the market for sales, but the population is as big now as it
ever was. They just keep going back to repair shops and they’re just as

¯ dangerous now than’ever. I think the market’s been saturated, and it’s not a

huge market. But there is a utilitarian use on ranches and in certain places

and I think it’s an important vehicleo Part of what they’ve done is to cut the
speeds down, except in the models that are being raced. Dan and I talked for a
.couple of years, and almost everything thatis being used is governed by the

axiom that speed kills. I’m not an engineer but I believe that it’s one-half

mass times velocity squared. It doesn’t take much on the velocity side to
really have an effect.

WW: I’d like to know about insurance, and what’s the rule about how much
insurance to have?

WM: That’s a good question, and those are the kinds of issues, Bill, that I
think groups like this can effect. Armen’s right that there are no federal laws,
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and part of what we’ve found in Washington is that it’s unlikely that we as a

manu~facturer will have any influence. It’s consumer groups that hold most

the cards. We’re back to some of the issues that people mentioned earlier.

Regardless of how we as a manufacturer want to design it, the government is

going to tell us. I think to a great extent it’s up to us to focus on where the

vehidLe makes sense, and that appropriateness depends on the vehicle and its

use. And then together with CARB and universities - that’s a tremendous

amount of leverage. I think California is ideally situated because this is

where the emphasis is coming from. And its coming from a variety of

different state agencies and a variety of different consumers.

WW: I’d like to comment on the way the certification is taken care of, for

example with the City-E1. They just sent the vehicle down and said "yep, it

passed all of the certification." So, there’s no such thing in New York as self-

certification. In a particuarly wasteful sense, DOT will frequently go buy

electfiLc vehicles and test them themselves anyway to find out whether or not

they raeet the standards. They actually waste money testing them twice.

DS: Let’s shift it a little bit here and bring up, just because it’s so i.mportant,

the issue of the ZEV credits. The reason it’s so important is because of the

tradeable nature of the ZEV credits, that means that these credits very

plausibly could be worse $3-4,000 dollars each. And that’s because there’s a

fine of $5,000 for not selling a ZEV, so presumably the value of the credit, of

just buying it from someone else instead of absorbing the fine, will be

something less than $5,000 but since the ctifferential between what you can

sell it for and what it costs to make it is probably going to be more than $5,000.

So the end result of that analysis logic is that the credits will be worth

probably from $3-5,000 each. So these credits would accrue to any

mantffacturer of any electric vehicle, if they are accepted as a ZEV. So,

essentially for a NEV manufacturer this is a $3,000 or $4,000 subsidy or cash

payment. So this becomes very important, this issue of what is a ZEV or not.

I’d just like to pin this down a little more, since we have Tom here. It seems

clear that three-wheelers would not qualify right? And what about the Trans-

2?
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TIE: At this point in time, the regulation - as I mentioned earlier it seems sort
of awkward that vehicles of the same size and with the same performance but
different only in that one has three wheels and one has four wheels would be
treated differently ks bizarre, but that is how the regulation is now. That can
be changed, certainly.

PM: Isn’t there a certification of the Motor Vehicle Safety Standards?

TE: Not expressly in the regulation, although I think that you would expect
that any vehicle that would be on the road would meet the safety standards.

PT: There is another point here, not at your level but at the federal level with
CAFE. That does specifically, the federal law does specifically say four wheels.

TE: In fact, we had calculated the value, we did a rough calculation of the
value impact for the impact of CAFE for producing electric vehicles, and we
came up with a value of $1,000 to $2,000 per EV produced. That’s a lot of
money but the impact of one EV is substantial because the ~ is based on
oil import and fuel choices.

PT: I’ve seen even bigger numbers than that.

TE: We wanted to err on the safe side so we couldn’t be attacked, but it would
certainly be several thousand dollars.

DS: Actually though, those rules have not been finalized in terms of how

much credit an EV gets in CAFE, as of a week ago. It could range in value
from about 100 mpg to about 600 mpg.

DS: Well we’ve got that Trans2 worth about $6,000 in credits now - from
CAFE and ZEV credits - before it even gets on the road!

PT: What’s the tb.inking behind not allowing motorcycles to get ZEV credits?

"rE: The regulations were written to encourage the development of electric
vehicles to replace ICE vehicles, and the definition at that time were taken as
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any vehicle which excluded motorcycles. So I don’t know if the people
intended to exclude motorcycles or if it just fell out of the definition of an
electric vehicle that didn’t include electric motorcycles. I don’t know for
certain.

PT: Shouldn’t it be that the most efficient vehicles get the most credits?

TE: Well, the credits aren’t based on that. We would like to encourage the

efficient use of energy, but that’s not the purpose of the credits.

PM: It’s emissions, not energy. Tiffs is the air resources board.

MR; There’s a somewhat simdlar thing going on in the eastern part of the
country where I’m from. The Ozone Transport Commissioned has recently
adopted a petition to the EPA to adopt California car standards for twelve
state:J. There’s a lot of debate now about how to translate those standards to
the northeast, where we have different weather conditions and especially
colder weather, and where the ZEV Mandate might face much tougher
conditions in which the vehicle would operate. In fact the Environmental
Defez~e fund has put on the table a proposal to simply measure what the
emissions difference is between the ZEV Mandate emission level and the
level of emissions that we get from the FedLEV that the auto manufacturers
have proposed with their supercar. And to assign responsibility to
mam.ufacturers and to let them figure out what the cheapest way is to meet
that, whether it’s with freeway-capable ZEVs, whether it’s with hybrids,
whe[her it’s with neighborhood EVs, or electric motorcycles, or mopeds, or
buying emissions from someone else to satisfy it, but I just wanted to throw
that into this thing, where I see everyone getting sort of wrenched around
with somewhat arbitrarily defined standards that sometimes get in the way of
the fundamental objective that were trying to accomplish, which is to reduce
emis:.ions at the lowest cost.

DS: "Vhat was a good point. Mark Delucchi said in his presentation that such
a simplistic type of analysis to measure emissions is almost meaningless from
a public policy perspective - that we need much more sophisticated analysis.
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MR: Mark and I just talked about this in the hallway and he acknowledged

that we’re making progress in looking at emission reduction by time of day,

by fuel mix, and going back to the source. But it is a challenge to come up

with a good measuring system. I think that it is a fruitful way to go.

DS: I suggest that we end this panel session, and then have a few minutes of

questions for any of the other speakers, and then spend about fifteen minutes

defining some action items.

Part Two: Open Forum

DS: Are there any questions?

PT: A lot of interest in electric vehicle development from the federal

standpoint has .been motivated by getting the California economy up and

going and solving the air resources issue. There is also a volume problem -

if production is low, the unit costs are very high. I wonder if any of the

producers here are looking at offshore markets as a means to get the volume

of production up high enough to reduce unit costs°

TE: My guess is that it would be better to manufacture overseas and to use the

labor there. Perhaps clone a manufacturing plant fl~at was designed here. But

I doubt that you would be very successful building here and trying to take

your production model elsewhereo It would be better to produce closer to the

market.

PT: So a smaller producer in the country of purchase could have a lower

price than a larger producer here?

TE: I think so.

DS: Any other questions?

PT: If we end up in California in the year 2005 or 2010, there will probably be

by that time somewhere on the order of 2 million electric vehicles, and while
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much of the recharging of the vehicles’ batteries will be at night, has there
been any work done on the availability of power from the utilities?

DS: This isn’t really a NEV issue, but I’n give a quick response. Studies have
shown that you can get up to about 10 or 15 percent penetration of the light
du~r vehicle fleet without having much of an effect on the utilities, given
that most of the charging will be at night.

IT: There is some risk of localized shortages, but it probably isn’t very
serious.

IT: I’m wondering about neighborhood electric vehicle and bicycle conflict. I
know that in Palm Desert they let you down the bike lanes, and that is where
they would probably be in almost any city or town. And they’re running 25-
30 mph and the average bike is going 15 mph. It seems like there’s a conflict
ther,e. Am I right or has anyone looked into it?

MR: If you’ve got low volumes of bicycles and low volumes of NEVs then it
probably works just fine, but as you start to get much higher levels of either
vehicle competing for the same space then you’ve got conflict. I think the
whole thing is a question of speed differentials. If the speed differentials are
small, then you can mix these things fairly easily but if you get significant

speed differentials - 25 mph versus 12 mph for a bike - then you start to push
that particularly with the wider neighborhood EVs. Then you really need to
think about separating those lanes, or reducing the speed of the EVs. The
whole question of separation versus integration has to relate to the key
questions of how dense the mix is and how great is the speed differential.

CM: Earlier I wanted to ask John Wohlmuth when you were talking about
the Palm Desert experience and you had a slide showing a picture of a
recharging station and said that it would be large enough to accomodate larger
vet’dcles, but would at first only be used for the smaller vehicles° I guess what
I’m wondering in terms of land uses, how are you going to accomodate
multiple vehicles when there’s a mix? Is the smaller vehicle going to be

disadvantaged by the larger vehicle taking space away or is there some way
that you’re thinking of to give the smaller vehicle the advantage?
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JW: We’re designing projects right now. Fortunately, in the City of Palm
Desert the economy hasn’t hit us too hard so we’ve had since we’ve
incorporated this project three or four major development of 500-800,000
square feet. And they’ve all been conditioned to put in golf cart parking. Golf
cart parking is approximatey 5’ by 8’ or 5’ by 10’ spaces. So when you’re
designing them into an area you get 3 to 4 golf cart spaces in a 10’ by 20’
regular car space. So when you’re designing them in it’s relatively easy to
accomodate the golf cart parking. Several areas, like in the downtown center
mall, have been able to restfipe an area parking lot to accomodate the golf
carts, and they choose to do that in the most accessible spaces. There’s a
couple of reasons for that, one is that they want to promote the use of the
carts and another is that the golf carts at has time are not able to be locked, so
you want the highest level of security. It hasn’t been a problem in Palm
Desert. I talked to a couple of other cities and when you get into a downtown
area, especially with parallel parking, it could be a problem but not in larger
parking areas.

Part Three: Action Agenda

DS: Now let’s spend a few minutes looking at a few questions about where
we go from here. The first one is the NEV definition, and I’m going to
suggest that we put that aside for now. There are three topics that I think are
important, interesting, and useful to address: demonstrations, coalition
building, and regulatory action. Let’s start with demonstrations. We’ve

heard quite a few people say that it is the consumer that decides what the
vehicles are, and we’ve heard that we may know what consumers want. We
need to just get some vehicles out there to probe these market niches and find
out what it is that people want and how the market might evolve. Given
that, what are some ideas about how to move forward with demonstrations,
from that point of view. Any thoughts?

PT: One possible example is the upcoming Solar Energy Expo and Rally

which is coming up in July in Ukiah. It’s moving from a strictly competitive
rally format with electric vehicles, to this year giving points for passenger
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miles carried. So in other words, people are getting points for giving rides in

the vehicles that are competing against each other as they go out and go a
certain distance and come back. This provides the general public with an
oppo,rtunity to interface with conversion machines and neighborhood electric
vehicles. This is something to keep in mind as a sort of hands-on kind of
demonstration°

IT: let seems to me that a really excellent opportunity would be to create a
larger fleet of vehicles. When I say larger I mean maybe 500 or 1,000 vehicles
that are NEV sized and low-geared, but with maybe a higher gear as well.
This could dovetail with the needs of the Station Car folks, whether its BART
or ot~her folks that are interested in that type of arrangement because that
gives the largest variety of consumers a one-on-one direct experience with the
technology and an opportunity to familiarize themselves with the vehicles’
positive attributes. This could be a tell-tale about whether or not those same
users might eventually want to buy that type of vel~cle. That type of activity
could[ also be dovetailed with the type of study that you do, where research is
gathered from some percentage of those users. So, I would think that an
important next step is to work with people like BART, and to create some sort
of Rf~ where perhaps two or three of these smaller companies could have
connections with one larger organization like CALSTART or Pacific Electric
Vehic.les. This group could create a small fleet - a larger small fleet - of
vehicles that could be used in that manner, and create more exposure to the

public.

DS: .Any other thoughts? Desires? Bill...

WM: I think Bruce Severance’s idea is a good one. On the other hand, I
thought one of the objectives of tbds conference was to define what was the
composition of the neighborhood electric vehicle. I guess I’m wondering if
there’s really a need for a separate class or a distinction to be macfe for what
we’d like to refer to as the neighborhood electric vehicle. Most of us live in
neighborhoods and we can drive a neighborhood vehicle today, whether its
built by Toyota or Volkswagen or everybody else. In the absense of a
defirtition, or something we can point to more specifically, I just wonder how

much value there is in demonstration.s. We just build two prototypes and
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those things are expensive, and to make up 500 vehicles, someone is going to
have to cough up a hell of a lot of money, and it also takes a hell of a lot of
time. I remember several years ago there was a lot of talk about Caltrans

standing behind the liability issue and the insurability issue during the time
that the classifications and the vehicles and a lot of these questions were being

answered, particuarly in terms of where people used them and how people
used them.

AS: I’m not sure if that Caltrans position still holds, but the tentative
agreement was that they would stand behind an acddent that was due to the
machine, clue to a mechanical failure and so on, but only during the
demonstration - a year, a year and a half, two years. But that may be long
enough for an insurance company to put some numbers together. I’ve
mentioned to two people here that a little less than a year ago I was asked to
testify to Congress on the Clean Car Program and in my testimony I
mentioned that new technologies could probably not be introduced until
there is some experience the insurance companies can use in establishing
rates. And I got a load of bricks on me. They came down hard over that.

Nothing else that I said really bothered them, but that really did.

WW: That’s a problem we’re seeing because all of our private customer’s
rates are increasing. We started out leasing to our private customers with
about $25 dollars a month in h~urance costs, and the latest we’ve discussed
has been about $80 a month. So that’s going to put a bit of a damper on
things° State Farm apparently feels that they’re being a guinnea pig and don’t

want to insure anymore for a while until they see what happens, and all of
the other companies were high to begin with. So, I’ve asked my insurance
guy if we can get some sort of a group rate for all of our customers where they
all pay some share, but I think some kind of probing of the

insurance...apparently they’re moving us from a neighborhood electric
vehicle category into a scooter category into a uni-category that includes

everything from a G-Van to a Kewet to a C/ty-E1. rd like to see some
insurance efforts.

PT: For a small producer who is delivering primarily ICE conversions to our

cutomers, this is a critical issue for us, And I’d like to see if others are
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experiencing this. Where can we go to get advice for our customers on where
to get reasonable liability insurance. If anyone has any leads, that would be
really useful. I think this is an issue that is going to have to be directly
addressed. It’s as important as the technical issues, because if we get the
vehicles but the insurance companies are not willing to insure them at
reasonable premiums, where are the customers going to be? I think this
needs to be addressed.

PT: It seems that liability is a key barrier, if not a potential barrier, and I

wonder if it isn’t appropriate for us to discuss or brainstorm as a group what

the possible scenarious would be that would enable a group of joint venturers

to enter the picture and produce some timely electric vehicles. I realize the

imF,ortance of this issue and I felt that Armen’s comments were some of the
most salient in getting electric vehicles implemented in the short term = NEV

sized vehicles. It may be more important to look at liability, as opposed to

defining a NEV with regard to its size or its top speed capability. It seems that
the :market will tend to define those characteristics in the long run. Perhaps

we should look for a moment at the philosophical issue of whether all

vehicles, regardless of weight, should meet FMVSS standards, or attempt to

meet FMVSS standards, and to make a plan where if some demonstration

fleet were created it fell under an exemption with an intent to meet FMVSS

sometime in the future. I guess everyone in the room is going to have a

different idea about what particular NEV they are going to stand behind, but I

think it would be good to volley ideas on that issue.

PT: I think that one of the issues in terms of liability as we were discussing
earlier is that the customer defines the product in a sense, and the customers

expe ctation also intercept the liability standards, and that is governed by
whe:re the vehicles are going to be used. If these vehicles are going to be in
with heavier, faster vehicles or not it seems would be a major issue in terms
of establishing what a NEV is.

PT: ][ think there’s a real problem with speed differential on arterials, with 50
mph as a true speed and vehicles on average on a lot of arterials in
Sacramento at least going faster, and if you’re looking at a 25 mph vehicle
going in the same lane, consumers won’t buy them. And if 25 mph vehicles
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were kept in restricted use circumstances, where they’re not any faster or any
slower than the vehicles around them, or you’ve got to boost the top speed of
what is a NEV, and all of the associated things of batteries and so on.

PT: I think another important issue related to that came up earlier, where we
questioned the usefulness of a vehicle that is certified under the FMVSS, but
only goes 25 mph. Why would you want to go to the trouble of building a
vehicle that meets those strict crash requirements, but that doesn’t go as fast
as everything else on the road. You’re kind of tying both feet together in that
instance and tripping over yourself, so it has an inherent...the positive
characteristic of such a vehicle of course is that you’re going to reduce the
discharge rate of the batteries and you’re going to somewhat increase the life-
cycle characteristics of the batteries, and that’s the one positive thing. So in
the long run you might reduce life-cycle and replacement cost. The negative
side would be the consumer perception. It’s going to be either a perceived or

actual safety liability° So, why not go the whole I00 yards and make a

touchdown and make a vehicle that goes 55 mph, and maybe that someone

would feel comfortable jumping on the freeway for two or three miles and

then jumping off. l’m not saying that we should do that, but I’m raising the

question.

TE: It’s an issue of size and costs. The whole idea of a neighborhood electric

vehicle is that it be small, very lightweight, and very compact. Once you add
capabilities and make it highway capable, it’s not small. It doesn’t work.

MR: I think the whole notion of a neighborhood vehicle is recognizing the
¯ limitations of current electric technology, and battery storage technology. The
key to the niche is to have very small size and very lightweight, which means
you’re not going to be able to meet high-speed crash standards. And so there

is a niche for a neighborhood vehicle with low speeds, and light weight
which gives you low costs, and low cost engineering. I think the emphasis

should be put less on trying to figure out ways of overcoming the limitations
of that type vehicle and more on looking at how do you create an
infrastructure and street environment in which you have an interconnected

network on which it is safe and convenient to operate lightweight, low speed,
low performance, cheap, high-efficiency vehicles for these short trip needs.
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And I think the biggest bang for the buck there is finding common cause with
bicyclists and pedestrians and parents with kids who are worried about where
can they play, and our aging society, which more and more of us as we get
older find it harder and harder to cross the street. Unless we focus on livable
communities and create traffic calming, speed lin~tation changes that are
legal and enforced, or electronic. And for that type of approach we should

begh~ to create market niches in selected areas and to demonstrate these
cono.~pts in a much bigger fashion.

PT: I’d like to just respond to that and say that I’d be interested in hearing
what other people are thinking, but I’m seeing some vague sense of a
consensus emerging here that if we have this low-speed, mosquito car that it
should have a dedicated lane or else you’re asking for liability problems down
the road. And in that instance it’s going to be a vehicle dedicated to
communities and it’s going to be implemented only in those communities
that create dedicated lanes for those vehicles, and it’s going to have a limited
initial market.

MI~ The alternative to dedicated lanes is widespread traffic calming where

you :~imply limit the speed of all motor vehicles in that area to say 25 mph or
20 mph. While at first thought that’s a radical notion for a society that’s
addicXed to speed, I think it’s part of a paradigm shift that’s occurring in

values of the society in a lot of places. It obviously won’t happen everywhere
all at once and it will only take root in selected communities initially. Maybe
Davi~s is a community like that where you have 25% of the workers and 40%
of th, a students commuting by bicycle and there’s a strong culture that’s

¯ accepting of other values than speed as the primary objective. So it could be
that communities like Davis or Palo Alto, or other university settings, are
where these are going to be springboarded - or resorts or retirement
communities like Palm Desert. We’ve got to demonstrate it in those contexts
in order for it to take root in places like Berkeley or Marin County or pockets

in Los Angeles. But I think there is a potential for that to catch on once you
demonstrate how it can improve the quality of life by limiting the speed of all
vehicles except on certain routes that give access to other towns or regions.
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AS: I wanted to raise a couple of questions. We’ve been talking about the

technology as if it’s a continuum. It’s not necessarily a continuum. One very

specific example is that if you’re trying to look at what people want to buy in

neighborhood cars, they felt that short range, convenience, and confidence.

rm not talking about reliability in the classic sense, but confidence that the

machine will be able to make the trip. Part of that for example is non-

pneumatic tires. Non-pneumatic tires are probably good up to about 40 mph

or 45. That may be sort of a technical triggerpoint, but it also applies to the

type of structure we use and the type of materials we build the vehides from.

Low-speed, small vehicles probably should use a plastic structure, so there’s

some technological stepping stones that may in fact, not drive it, in the sense

of saying this is exactly 40 pmh, but rather drive it in the sense of the

receptivity of the costs of the machines and how they get used.

DS: I propose that we’ve done enough work for today and that we continue

the talks more informally, unless anyone has a burning thought they want to

communicate. OK, one burning thought.

PT: I just wanted to say that the dty of Davis and the University has a fleet of

700 vehicles that they are interested in converting to electric, so there’s a good

opportunity there.

PT: I just want to emphasize one point that Michael Replogle raised, and that

is if you’re talking about neighborhoods, my last neighborhood was LA. and

that’s where the cars are. I don’t think Palm Desert is a typical community

with 27 golf courses. You guys are going to have to taLk about freeways.
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Workshop Agenda

~e

8:3{~-9:30 am

Activity

Reception and Vehicle Exposition / Demonstration

9:30.-9:45 am Welcoming Remarks
Daniel Sperling, ITS-Davis

9:45,-11:00 am Initial Questions and Issues
. What is a NEV?

Paul MacCready, AeroVironment Inc.
WiUiam MacAdam, Trans2 Corp.
Kevin Gunning, Amerigon

11:00-11:15 am Break

11:15-12:30 am Land Use and Infrastructure for NEVs
¯ Land Use / Urban Form

Michael Replogle, EDF
¯ Community and Urban Design Impacts

William Garrison, UC Berkeley
¯ Roadway Infrastructure Case Study

John Wol’dmuth, City of Palm Desert

12:313-1:30 pm Lunch

1:30--2:45 pm New Market Opportunities for NEVs
Chair: Tom Turrentine, ITS-Davis

° Opportunities for Alternative Cars
Albert Sobey, Albert Sobey Associates

¯ Consumer Vehicle Purchase and Use
Kenneth Kurani, ITS-Davis

¯ Demonstration Project Responses
WiUiam Waft, Pacific Electric Vehicles
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2:45-4:15 pm

4:15-4:30pm

Regulatory Issues for NEVs
Chair: Cece Martin, CA Elect. Transp. Coal2fiOn

* NEVs are ZEVs?
Thomas Evashenk, CARB

- Emissions and Energy Impacts
Mark Delucct’6, ITS-DavL~

* Vehide Safety Design Concepts
Frank Tokarz, LLNL

* Liability Issues for NEVs
Armen Hairapefian, Lewis D’Amato Brisbois &

Bisgaard

Break

4:30-5:30pm Open Forum / Action Agenda

5:30-7:00 pm Wine Tasting, Refreshments, and Vehicle Exposition
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Workshop Speakers

Mark Delucchi is a Research Ecologist at the Institute of Transportation Studies at the
University of California at Davis.

Thomas Evashenk is an Air Resources Engineering Associate with the Mobile Source
DiviMon of the California Air Resources Board.

WilIiam Garrison is Emeritus Professor of Civil Engineering at the University of
California at Berkeley.

Kevin Gunning is Neighborhood Electric Vehicle Program Manager with AmerigorL

Armen Hairapetian a Partner with the law firm of Lewis, D’Amato, Brisbois, and
Bisgaard and a member of its Product Liability Group.

Keruaeth Kurani is a Research Associate at the Institute of Transportation Studies at
the University of California at Davis.

William MacAdam is President of the Trans2 Corporation.

Paul MacCready is Chairman of the Board of AeroVironment Incorporated.

Cece Martin is Deputy Executive Director of the Calforrda Electric Transportation
Coalition.

Mid~ael ReplogIe is Co-Director of the Environmental Defense Fund’s Transportation
Project and a Director of the Institute for Transportation and Development Policy.

Albert Sobey is the President of Albert Sobey Associates.

Danitel Sperling is Director of the Institute of Transportation Studies and a Professor of
Civil Engineering and Environmental Studies at the University of California at Davis.

Frank Tok~’z is Transportation Research Program Leader at the Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory.

Tom Turrentine is a Post-Graduate Researcher at the Institute of Transportation
Studies and a Doctoral Candidate in Anthropology at the University of California at
Davis.

William Waft is the Owner of Pacific Electric Vehicles.

John Wohlmuth is Assistant to the City Manager for the City of Palm Desert,
California.
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Workshop Participants

Lee Ackerson
510-837-7835

Lee Arikara
ITS - Davis
UC Davis
Davis, CA 95616
916-752-1543

Lance Atkins
Pacific Electric Vehicles
8500 Weyand Ave
Sacramento, CA 95828
916-381-3509

Martin Bernard
National Station Car Assoc.
963 Hillcroft Circle
Oakland, CA 95610
510-839-6054

Michael Bogdanoff
South Coast AQMD
21865 East Copley Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765
909-396-3254

Rick Brown
CF Intemational
PO Box 7352
Incline Village, NV 89452
702-345-6577

Omar Brownson
UC Davis
Davis, CA 95616
916-754-0433

Victoria Careila
Planning Department
City of Davis
23 Russell Blvd.
Davis, CA 95616
916 757-5626

John Chisholm
CF International
PO Box 7352
Incline Village, NV 89452
7t32-345-6577

Sean Co
UC Santa Cruz
196 Seacliff Drive
Aptos, CA 95003
408-685-3635

Ja:net Cohen
Davis TMA
TAPS
U(] Davis
Davis, CA 95616
9’16-752-8412

Mark Delucchi
ITS-Davis
UC Davis
2025 Academic Surge
Davis, CA 95616
916-752-6500
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Blake Dickinson
iTS - Davis
UC Davis
Davis, CA 95 616
916-752-1543

Tom Evashenk
Air Resources Board
Mobile Source Division
PO Box 2815
Sacramento, CA 95812
916-445-8811

Mike Gage
CALSTART
3601 Empire Avenue
Burbank, CA 91505
81 8-565-5600

Ed GaHagher
UC Santa Cruz
196 Seacliff Drive
Aptos, CA 95003
408-685=3635

Prof. William Garrison
iTS-Berkeley
112 McLaughiin Hall
UC Berkeley
Berkeley, CA 94720
510 642-9062

A. Reed Gibby
Dept. Civil Engineering
California State University
Chico, CA 95929-0930
91 6-895-5342

Peter Graney
iTS - Davis
UC Davis
Davis, CA 95616
91 6-752-1934

Kevin Gunning
Amerigon inc.
404 E Huntington Dr.
Monrovia, CA 91016
818-932-1200

Armen Hairapetian
Lewis, D’Amato, Brisbois & Bisgaard
Suite 1200
221 N. Figueroa St.
Los Angetes, CA 90012
213=250-1800

Brodie Hamilton
Transportation and Parking Services
UC Davis
Davis, CA 95616
91 6°752®3728

Kevin Hanley
Dept. CiviJ Engineering
Cal. State - Chico
Chice, CA 95929°0930

Kent Harris
PG&E
Mail Code H28C
PO Box 770000
San Francisco, CA 94177
415-973-6981
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’Thomas R. Hayes
,City of Chico
Planning Office
P.O. Box 3420
Chico, CA 95927-3420
916-895=4851

Gabe Hopper
UC Santa Cruz
196 Seacliff Drive
Aptos, CA 95003
408-685-3635

I)arroli ida
Nissan North America
!)90 W. 190th St., Suite 410
Torrance, CA 90502
:310-719-8527

Patrick Kennedy
SMUD
PO Box 15830 MS 30A
Sacramento, CA 95852-1830
916-732-6578

Kenneth Kurani
ITS - Davis
UC Davis
[)avis, CA 95616
¢J1 6-752-6500

Tim Lipman
institute of Transportation Studies
UC Davis
Davis, CA 95616
916 754-1450

I~tark Loomey
CF International
F~ Box 7352
incline Village, NV 89452
7’02-345-6577

William J. MacAdam
President
Trans2 Corporation
37682 Enterprise Court
Farmington Hills, MI 48331
313 513-2800

Paul MacCready ,
Aerovironment Inc.
222 E. Huntington Dr. Suite 200
Monrovia, CA 91016-3424
818 357-9983

Cece M. Martin
CA Electric Trans. Coalition
Deputy Executive Director
1303 J Street Suite 770
Sacramento, CA 95814
916 552-7077

Carl M. Maxey
Leigh Fisher Associates
2329 Parker St. #2
Berkeley, CA 94702-2883
51 0-649-11 99

Dave McCutcheon.
E.V. Fabrication and Supply
PO Box 47
Elk, CA 95432
707-877-3541
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Athena Miller
EV Association of the Americas
601 California St, Suite 502
San Francisco, CA 94108
415-249-2690

Victoria Nerenberg
Bay Area Rapid Transit District
Manager, Technology Advances
212 9th St.
Oakland, CA 94607
510 869-2416

Sophia Pagoulatos
Parks and.Community Services
City of Davis
23 Russell Blvd.
Davis, CA95616
916 757-5626

Richard IVIorrison
Bank of America
Environmental Policies and Programs
#58O0
PO Box 37000
San Francsico, CA 94137
415-622-8144

Joe Orsini
CSUS
4544 Vega Del Rio Dr.
Fair Oaks, CA 95625
916-278=6992

Barry Pearson
Pacific Electric Vehicles
8500 Weyand Ave
Sacramento, CA 95828
916-381=3509

Michael Replogle
Environmental Defense Fund
1875 Connecticut Ave NW
Washington, D.C. 20009
202 387-3500

Marilyn Riley
Ford Motor Company
925 L Street, Suite 340
Sacramento, CA 95814
916-442-01 11

Bruce Severance
Amerigon Inc.
3601 Empire Ave.
Burbank, CA 91505
818 565-55OO

Susan Sl~heen
ITS - Davis
UC Davis
Davis, CA 95616
916-752=1934

Candy Skarlatos
Bank of America
Unit 5800
PO Box 37000
San Francisco, CA 94137
415-622-81 50

Albert Sobey
Albert: Sobey Associates
730 North Valley Chase
Bloomfield Hills, MI 48304
313-642o5508
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Daniel Sperling
FFS - Davis
LIC Davis
Davis, CA 95616
~16-752-7434

Ararn Stein
ITS - Davis
UC Davis
Davis, CA 95616
91 6-752-1934

Kris Steward
Wade Associates
2140 Professional Dr., Suite 140
Roseville, CA 95661
916-783-8980

Peter Talbert
TranSport Studios
1258 N. Main St. Unit B2B
Fort Bragg, CA 95437
707-961-0459

Frank Tokarz
Lawrence Liverrnore National
Laborato~j
Box 808 L 654
Livermore, CA 94551
510-423-3459

Tom Turrentine
ITS-Davis
196 Seacliff Drive
Aptos, CA 95003
408 685-3635

Marry Van Dwn
SMUD
Electric Transp. Dept.
PO Box 15830 - MS30A
Sacramento, CA 95852-1830
916-732-5533
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